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WORLD DAY OF PRAYER SERVICE

WARREN HAS SCHOOL PROBLEMS

Pattern Of August Event Is To Be Formed
In Thorndike Session

: and Camden, head of the Young
Union; Building At $50,000 Cost
Republicans of Maine was the
Preparations for the Maine Sea- ed in the Festival and wishing to
speaker at the meeting of Camden
foods Festival of 1953 will officially attend the dinner and meeting may
a j Lions Tuesday night. Mr. Nichols
Housing problems confronting mission of the Warren Academy
start this evening with the dinner- maKe reservations with the Cham| gave the club a vivid picture of
,
„
ber ol Commerce. In fact, the ofJ his week in Washington at the re- Warren, In both the elementary trustees however, and if the town
mectuig of the officers, directors «,
, .. _
,
...
’
fleers of the Festival urge that peoj oent Inaugural of President Eisen- and high schools, were aired Tues votes to send the high school pupils
and committee heads of the group
take an ggtive part in the afi hower where he mixed with all the day night, at a public meeting held to another town to make the space
at the Thorndike Hotel.
j (ajrs and meetings of the organlza! Bigwigs of the country, enjoyed at Glover Hall, under the sponsor ! available.
Thlrteen different organizations tion.
| For many years, until the open
the pageant of the hours long ; ship of the school board.
in the city will be represented at|
____________
parade, watched the new President j In the first place, Increases In ing in 1941 of a new two room
the meeting, Including all service j
/“ L • IJ I •
_l
taking the oath and observed many enrollment in grade one for the school, grades seven and eight used
clubs, the Legion, both the Junior
LhllO Injured
little sidelights not reported in coming five years, make it neces the first floor of that academy
and Rockland Chambers of Com- 1
------the paper or taken hi by the news- i sary to expand in classroom, and building.
merce. several women's clubs and Warren Four Year Old Boy
will demand additional teachers. | Union Is the only town in the
reels and TV cameras.
the Eiks, as wen as the seafoods'! struck By Truck On Way
While millions of highly placed . The Maine School Building Au ' vicinity with sufficient facilities to
politicians and big business men} thority has approved a loan to take care of Warren’s high school
^eam ™ re£k anHome From Church
Ilev. George H. Wood
Rev. Charles R. Montelth
all over the country were giving; Warren of *50,000 for construction pupils at present, on a tuition ba
nounced Wednesday that Maxwell, oerald Maxey, four year old son
The World Day of Prayer Serv- ; the choir will be composed of Mrs. their eye-teeth and plenty of cash ■ of three additional rooms to the sis. The rate of tuition there has
Ames of the First National Bank Of Mr. and Mrs. Howard Maxey of
ice will be he'd in the Congrega- Maynard Gray, Mrs. Henry Uliher, for the, very scarce hotel rooms | present four room grade school. not been established as yet. Also
wlil serve as treasurer this year
warren, suffered a broken
tlonal Church on Friday, Feb. 20, Mrs. Sherman Lord and Mrs Wil- and tickets for the choice parade } Following an architect’s plans, the to be figured In the cost of this
with William Butler of the Rockleg, between the knee ar.J
at
3 p. n»„ with members of the liam Dorman, Littlefield Memorial observation spots and inaugural I cost estimate of the three rooms plan will be transportation.
land Savings IBank as his assistant. ankl<. Sunday, when he was
Decision of the Academy trustees
Universalist Congregational, Meth- Baptist Church; Mrs. Raiph Nutt, events—Dave received not one, but I and furniture had been set for $40,Wilbur Benter, treasurer lor the knocged down by a truck driven
odist and Littlefield Memorial Bap- Mrs. Isaac Hammond, Mrs. Robert two gold engraved invitations to all I 000 by the school committee. It on granting use of the building for
past two years, will be the advisor by Raymond Kenniston
tist Churches and the Salvation Hudson and Mrs. Raymond Fo- these events. Dave doesn't at was explained that the additional the lower grades, and also Union’s
to the new staff members.
The accident happened at the top Army participating. The invocation garty, Universallst Church; Mrs. tempt to explain these double doses amount allowed by the Authority, tuition figures will be ascertained
SevEral committee assignments oj
village hill, West Main
will be given by Mrs. Sherman, Herman Stanley, Mrs. Mildred of good fortune, but it Is very evi-I was to take care of two years' In by the Warren school committee
will be presented this evening for street. The boy is reported as hav-I
Lord of the Littlefield Memorial Achorn, Mrs. James Economy, and dent to the casual observer, in this terest, 100 per cent insurance, and and selectmen and will be brought
approval, as well as tasks which the mg darted across the street in
I out in a public meeting to be held
Baptist Church; prayer by Mrs.1 Mrs. Horace Coombs, Pratt Memo- case hts friends among the Lions' contingencies which might arise
various clubs and groups will as- front of the truck before he could
next week, if possible.
Any
unexpended
funds
of
the
audience,
that
he
is
pretty
well
j
Herbert Thatcher of the Salvation rial Methodist Church; Mrs. Robsume as their special projects to
stopped by his aunt. Mrs. Oer| According to state law, the vote
Army; offertory prayer, Mrs. Put- ert Lindquist, Mrs Ralph Post, thought of in the Republican *50.000 will be placed in govern
promote the Festival this year
ald j^ry
whom he was
ment bonds and held to apply to on the loan by the School Build
nam Bicknell Methodist Church; Mrs. Walter Barstow and Mrs. Party.
Dinner will start promptly at 6.30 wa]^mg home from Sunday School,
Dave Crockett was program; the last two or three payments on ing Authority, March 9, must be by
responsive reading led by Mrs. J. Richard French, Congregational
and will be followed by a regular
child wag taken
Knox
Albert Jameson, the Unlversalist Church. Benediction
by
Rev. chairman of the evening intro-1 the loan, which would be amortized secret ballot, as the town officers
meeting of the board of directors. Hospital where he was treated and
I are elected. Instead of in an open
; Church. The speaker for the alt- Charles R. Montelth. The ushers ducing the speaker, and the Lions over a 20-year period.
During the evening, Dick Hebert, auowed m return home,
The only alternative to building meeting. The town warrant, how
ernoon will be Rev. George H. for the afternoon will be Mrs. thoroughly enjoyed Mr. Nichols
community relations representative
state Poll(X, investigated the ac Wood of the Universallst Church Stuart Burgess. Mrs. Edward Cross, ver:’’ Interesting account of his trip., the three extra elementary rooms ever, will carry the article.
tor the Maine Publicity Bureau,1 ciden(.
His subject "Magic Words." Mrs. Mrs. Corrine Hughes and Mias
Jerry Grant of Rockland was Is to send the high school pupils, j Tuesday night's meeting was
will present to City Manager
____________
on a tuition basis, to another town, opened by Virgil Hills, school com
Faith
Berry
will
be
organist
and
Madeline
Philbrick.
a
vlsitor
Farnsworth a citation in recogni-I ...
_
i __
________________________________________________________ ; Committee reports included Elmer j and to use the present high school mitteeman, who presented Earle
tion of the promotional work done} Warrant IO ClOSe• Young reporting for the Conven-1 or Warren Academy building for M. Spear, superintendent of schools
by the city the past year. The Fes- j
------| tion Committee as chairman. He j two elementary grades, probably as chairman of the meeting,
uvai is credited with having had Thomaston Committee On
I told the Lions that there were I the seventh and eighth grades. i A long question and. answer
great bearing on the recognition |
gu(jget Sets Monday As
blanks In the district magazine, This can be done only on pet mis 1 period was conducted.
coming Rockland’s way.
I “The
kill Al-er” for registering for
Last Petition Day
Any persons in the area interest.
Owl's Head People Claim Pollution Of r<yims in Portland for the annual Western Jamboree
A Musicale
1
i eonvei
The Thomaston Budget Commit
convention of Lions from clubs
tee, at its regular meeting Feb. 10,
■
from
Maine,
New
Brunswick,
Nova
Well By Texas Company Product
[ Scotia, Prince Edward Island and Nine Act Show. Plus Square Rubinstein Club Presented
considered the budget figures as
presented by the various depart- ,----------------------------Newfoundland, to be held June
Delightful Program At
Dancing, Refreshments
FEBRUARY
I 14-16.
! ments for 1953.
, Scheduled tor hearing in Knox j against the Texas Company.
Museum
Is
Fridays
Program
| Many items were approved as Superlw Court today u a case in- 1 The Owls Head people contend
Roger Converse was named
j submitted but another meeting will
I that petroleum products being de- chairman for the annual Lions'
The Port O’ Rockland Drum At
SPECIAL
The Rubinstein Club held its
!be held Monday. Feb. 23. for con- Win« allc*ed P°Ilut‘°n of
| ju-ereTat the store of Alan BorBazaar to take place in the Opera Bugle Corps has added several at musicale at the Farnsworth Mu
I slderation of the remaining Items. in OwLs Head Village caused by the gerson_ wdlch adjoins a house House later in the spring. Also
tractions to its bill for the Western seum on Friday evening. The pro
Florence Range
j It Is now planned to close the 1 spilling of gasoline by a truck fill- , ^ned by them, was spilled and appointed to assist Roger were Ken
Jamboree at the Community Build gram was as follows:
town warrant as of tliat day anding a service station’s tanks.
I resulted in the pollution of their Libby and Walter Wadsworth. All
Piano duo—
’he remaining 70 Lions are Indi ing Friday evening, in addition to
The Bride’s Song, Adolf Jensen
I any petition to be submitted should
Peter K. Reed, Jr., and Phoebe ' well.
Vocal Solos—
} be in the hands of the town mana W. Reed of Owls Head join with
They seek damages for loss of vidual members of this committee. those announced Tuesday.
I’ll Take You Home Again.
A rehearsal for the Lions Minstrel
ger before that date.
New features Include the Proctor
Leona R. MacDonald of Monmouth rental of the property as well as
Kathleen
Show
with
about
15
of
the
Lions
My Task.
and Lillias R. Sprague of Mount costs ol the digging of a new welt
Twins In a routine of western songs
For a small Inexpensive scranand Dandylions participating fol
Son Of God.
Kiscoe, N. Y., in a civil action
and Betty Jewell as a western balbook, you might use several sectionMiss Barbara Young
There were no civil or criminal lowed the regular meeting.
lard singer, accompanied by the j Vocal solos—
of unprlntea newspaper which The
cases heard In the court on Wed
Evening
Prayer, from the opera
guitar.
Courier-Gazette has for sale at
nesday.
"Haensel and Gretel,"
Observed
35th
Laura Monroe of Lincolnville,
» very modest price.
123‘IM
•• • •
Humperdinck
ALUMNI GAME
Cloud Shadows,
Hammond
noted square dance caller, will be
A case which occupied the court's
The Nightingale Has a LyTe Of
The Office Of
SATURDAY, FEB. 21
time Monday and Tuesday resulted Mr. And Mrs. Robie Jackson on hand for square dancing which ]
Gold,
Wheepley
7.30 P. M.
Celebrated Anniversary wlil follow the stage program.
Mrs. Doris Lindquist
in a directed verdict by the court
DR. C. D. NORTH
In
all,
there
will
be
nine
acts,
in behalf of the defendants.
On Feb. 14
Mrs. Harriet Frost read a paper
Community Building
plus dancing and refreshment
In the ease. George Hunt of Au- ’
Will Be Closed
entitled, "Scandinavia’’ which was
tables
operated
by
the
mothers
of
Both Kuvs and Girls
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Robie
Jackson
Sr.,
gusta, Alan L. Bird and J. Harold
very Interesting. The chairman for
Feb. 23d to Feb. 27th Inc.
21-23 Talbot of Rockland sought *2l»U in observed their 35th wedding anni j the 78 youngsters in the corps. Fol- j
White Enamel
the evening was Mrs. Katherine
22-23
fees claimed due them for services versary Feb. 14 at the home of i lowing the pattern of the highly Derry and the accompanist for the
Dual Oven
:
their
eldest
daughter,
Mrs.
Everett
!
popular
Finnish-American
dance,
>XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX\\\XXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXX> rendered Morgan C. Elmer, Inc„
vocalists was Mrs. Faith Berry.
} they will offer coffee at a reason
and Enterprises of Maine, both of Woostt’r' in Thonlasu’n’
Oil And Gas Range
The next musicale will be Feb 27.
COME TO THE ANNUAL
| Owls Head
Ouests present were Mr. and able cash price and then go on to
Now $199.95
’____________
Mrs. Ronald Olllls, Mr. and Mrs. let the buyer eat his fill from the
Washington's
|
Income taxes are high enough,
Good humor is one of the best Percy Demmons, Mr. and Mrs refreshment tables.
but
what If the government taxed
John
Henderson
and
Conrad
WoosThe
affair
Is
being
staged
by
the
4 Oil Lids
z
Birthday Party
\ articles of dress one can wear in ster of Thomaston; Mr. and Mrs. members of the corps to raise a person’s outgo?
society.
4 Gas Burners
____________
John Rolerson of Islesboro Mr. money for Instruments. To date,
4
SPONSORED BY
/
As
we
are
now
living
In
an
eteran<1 N». Ronald Lord, Mr. and they have raised foOO through tag
Now Bake With Oil Oe Gas
THE WALDOBORO LIONS CU B
k
COOKED FOOD SALE
nity. the tinie to be happy Is today ! Mrs. Raymond Watts, Mr. and Mra days and solicitation and need
Or Both
SATURDAY, FEB. 21
SATURDAY, FEB. 21,
5 -----------------------------------------------: Arthur Bean and daughter Lynette, *1000 more to outfit the corps proLarge Family She
I P. M.
Mrs. Arthur Johnson and daughter | perly, and in time tor a Memorial
TELEVISION SET
$
All Porcelain Finish
Angela
of
Rockland.
Burpee
Furniture
Store
j
Day
appearance.
GRAND PRIZE
✓
Large Drip Tray
CHARITY BALL
Beueflt Tonlan Circle
Those sending gifts but unable
MUSIC BY
£
21-22
Read The Courier-Gazette
to attend were Mr. and Mra Robie
Benefit
Joe Avery’s Orchestra
$
STONINGTON
Jackson, Jr„ Mr. and Mrs. Fred
HEART DRIVE FUND
DANCING 8<H) to 12.00
z
Snowman. Mr. and Mrs. Henry
FURNITURE CO.
Jordan and Mr and Mrs Holman
Waldoboro High
February 21
Farnsworth Memorial Bldg.
Robbins
School Gymnasium
2
352 Main 8L TeL 9S0 Rockland
THORNDIKE HOTEL
,
21-lt
DONATION TO THE CLUB CHARITY TEND
d
A convenient and inexpensive
Dancing from 9 to 12
way to remove grease from your
REFRESHMENTS
pots and pans Is to wipe them with
Subscription—S3.00 per couple
tooooooooosooooooooeoooooooooooooooo
old newspapers which you can buy
Ureaa: Semi-formal
Nylon Slips
Nylon Gowns
21-221 at The Courier-Gazette In large
bundles for 10 cents.
82* an
Lace trimmed or tailored Beautiful colors, all sizes
All Sizes
Reg. 6.95
Now $5.29
STARTS NEXT SUNDAY
Reg. 6.95
Now $5.29 Reg. 7.95
Now $5.99
FIRST TIME ON THE SCREEN I
Reg. 7.95
Now $5.99 I Reg. 8.95
Now $6.59

CIVIL CASE IN SUPERIOR COURT

I

Values Galore!

WESTERN JAMBOREE
FRIDAY NIGHT - FEB. 20th

SIR WAITER SCOTT’S

Ladies' Winter Coats

COMMUNITY BUILDING
OPENING At 8 O’clock

Door Prizes $25 - $10 - $5.00

/ Technicolor
Plus 15 Floor Prizes

_ ROBERT

-EUZAMTH

NINE ACTS OF ENTERTAINMENT

TWO BANDS FOR DANCING

... EMLVR

POCKLAND

Adw. 75c Tax inc. Benefit Port 0* Rockland Jr. Drum Corp*

22-it

One Rack
Vklaes U *4954

One Rack—Jnnlorv
Value, to »ia*5

Philip lUskrll

The series
of
biographical
sketches of the carriers of The
Courier-Gazette appears to have
aroused a great deal more interest
than expected. For one thing, the
boys watch avidly what we have
to say about them, or the others,
and are anxious to see their pic
ture on the front page of a Thurs
day’s issue. Numerous readers have
called in and expressed their
pleasure of getting better acquaint
ed with the young lads who have
served them so faithfully. All la
all, everybody is happy.
To continue, we Introduce today
the young man who serves Route
Pour. He Is Philip Haskell, a
Freshman at Rockland High School
who lives with his parents at 15
Beech street. Phil has one sister
and one brother sharing his home.
Route Pour delivers to 133 pa
trons and covers the residential
area that lies between Masonic and
Rankin streets, and West of Union.
Phil has his share of unusual cus
tomers such as the County Jail, the
Public Library, the Knox County
General Hospital, and doctors, law
yers. preachers, and other profes
sional men galore. Since his route
is primarily residential It covers *
larger area and it takes him Just
a little longer to serve lt efficiently
than it does others who have a
more compact area.
So far Phil has not made any
definite plans for his future. The
money he earns serving The Cou
rier-Gazette, as well as morning
route of 70 papers, is put away for
the time when a decision has been
reached by him.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had my life to live again, 1
would have m. de a rule to read
some poetry and listen to some
music at least once a week. The
loss of these tastes is a loss of
happiness—Charles Darwin.
THE POWER OF PRAYER
Lord, what a change within us one
Short hour
Spent in Thy presence will avail
to make;
What heavy burdens from our
bosoms take;
What parched grounds refresh,
as with a shower.
We kneel, and all around us seems
to lower;
We rise, and all, the distant and
the near.
Stands forth in sunny outline,
brave and clear,
We kneel, how weak: We rise,
full of power.
Why. therefore, should we do our
selves this wrong
Or others, that we are not al
ways strong;
That we are ever overborne with
care;
That we should ever weak or
heartless be.
Anxious or troubled, when with us
is prayer.
And Joy and strength and cour
age are with Thee?
Richard Chevenix Trench

If you run out of hot dish
UN several layers of news;
bind the edges and there you
them, at very slight cost. News
an sale at The Courler-Oa
(unprinted i

Bonus Coupons
Given With Each Pair of
HOLEPROOF HOSIERY

Now Only $22.59

Twelve ceapous caa be re
deemed al this Store fee
pair ef Holeproaf Hosiery, free.

mw

Dresses

«*»

Jaylor Taylor Fokiaine
Sankrs-WLuams
- GEMC1

The C-G's Carriers

Camden Lions Heard Ot Big
Time Politics From
Plans To Relieve Crowding Include Clos
Top Dog
ing High School, Sending Pupils To
David A. Nichols of Lincolnville

"y■ *'

"■jv.

Liked Dave

Volume 108 Number 22

*5 00 per year
*2 50 alx mouth*

TEN PAGES—Se COPT

Thursday
Issue

MUeee,

Half

Special Reductions

State

OO

NOW
J 5’99
»o Children’s
t

Dreeaee, Coal* and
Snow Salta

Holeproof Hosiery

Fancy

SUES

Dark Seam. 51 Gauge, 15
Denier
Daytime Sheers

The

WOMAN'S SHOP
HASKELL and COfiTHELL
CAMDEN, MAINE

Woman's Shop

HASKELL & CORTHELL
Whm

Outfitters ter Maa aad
CAMDEN, MAD*
It--—--

PaueTWl
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Winter Weekend

and know-how of the industry and
the men and women who staff lt.
But lt Is more than that. It is
Massachusetts Plans Mon an example of how free competi
opoly Selling Of Gasoline tion. with thousands of concerns
looking for business and trying to
On State Project
outdo each other, makes for peak
Recently the State of Massachu production—and, at the same time,
setts decided to grant exclusive for fair prices and the best serv
rights to a single supplier to sell ices. The Massachusetts proposal
gasoline and other oil products on would not produce such results.
its Limited Access Highways. It re
quested a number of oil companies
ROCKVILLE
to submit bids.
Miss Lottie Ewell is recovering
An official of one of these com from a flu attack.
panies replied that hls concern
Mrs. Ida Barrows quietly cele
would not be a party to the State’s
brated a birthday at her home last
plan. He said that some of the
Sunday.
requirements imposed upon bidders
The Rockport Fire Engine was
were un-reallstic and arbitrary.
He suggested an alternate plan to called Monday because of a chim
permit a number of oil companies ney fire at the Pettingill residence.
Mrs. Eino Lofman and infant
to operate service faculties. Then
daughter. Susan arrived home from
he made this point:
Baby
“The fruits of monopoly are al Knox Hospital. Monday.
ways higher prices and poorer Susan weighing 6 lbs. 6 ozs. on
arrival last Friday.
services to the public.
Vcrc Crockett, formerly a resi
"The American motorist Is the
best served in all the world only dent of this village, now of Cam
because of the keen competition den. and director of our Rockport
that exists among oil companies" school band Is making plans for an '
What gives the Massachusetts all girl band, joining together dif
situation national significance is ferent ones out of the nearby
the example of a State promoting school bands of which he Is dl- I
Many Interested !
a monopoly. The American oil in rector, also.
dustry has performed miracles in friends are looking on with anxiety j
peace and war. It has met a de as this will be something unusual j
mand that would have been con in the State. Practices are to be
sidered impossible a relatively gin in the near future, with two
short time ago. This, of course. girls from this village being
Is a tribute to the aggressiveness chosen.. Miss Donna Lee Leonard.:

Seek Poor Service

THE COURIER-GAZETTE
Editor and Publisher, JOHN RICHARDSON

Manger Hotel Expects Rec
ord Crowds For 1953
Ice Follies
Timed to take in the Washington
Birthday weekend and the mid
winter week long vacation for
thousands ot New England achool
youngsters, the Ice Follies are ex
pected to draw record crowds to
Boston Garden and the Manger
Hotel, according to Waiter Henkel,
Oeneral Manager of the Manger.
Opening on Feto. 17, and con
tinuing through March 1. the Fol
lies will attract its largest crowds
over the Washington Birthday
weekend. Feb. 20 to 23, and during
the final weekend of Feb. 27, 2*
and March 1. Ticket sales for the
Follies, as well as requests for ho
tel accommodations at the Manger
for these dates have been excep
tionally heavy'.
In order to avoid congestion and
disappointment. Mr. Henkel points
out that the middle of the week is
an excellent time to come to Bos
ton for the Follies. Choice tickets
usually are available at the Gar
den, as well as ample accommoda
tions at the .Manger. In any tase.
Mr. Henkel says, it is well to make
reservations ln advance and thia
Can be done either by letter, wire
or phone call.

CLAYT BITLER

Wants to See YOU About
TELEVISION
167-tf

[EDITORIAL]
AID TO THE PRIVATE COLLEGE

One of the most hopeful signs in several years is the
move by a group of the top business leaders of the nation
to organise for aid to private colleges and universities. Never
before has there been such a critical need for help by the
independent colleges, due to increasing costs and burgeoning
enrollments.
The importance of having a vigorous section of Amer
ican education insulated from politics and the deadly men
ace of government control has been mentioned before by
this newspaper. The institutions free from government In
fluence and under-the-rose-domination. enjoy a greater
freedom to pioneer ideas and to advance in the all-important
aspects of cultural education.
The move of the new Council for Financial Aid to Ed
ucation Is a challenge to government influence and an an
swer to those of us who object to the spreading of the doc
trine of Big ^Government, especially in the critical field of
education at the higher levels.
ON WASTE IN GOVERNMENT

When this nation was young and feelings Its way cau
tiously along the road to what has eventually become world
supremacy a great American spoke these prophetic words—
"I place economy among thc first and most important
virtues and public debt as the greatest of all dangers. To
preserve our Independence, we must not let our rulers load
us with perpetual debt We must make our choice between
economy and liberty, or profusion and servitude. If we can
prevent the Government from wasting the labors of the peo
ple under the pretense of caring Ior them, they will be
happy."
What would Jefferson, father of the Democratic party,
say of the chaotic mess in which this country finds itself
after 20 years of Democratic rule? How far the party wan
dered from thc principles laid down by its distinguished
founder.

Pencil

*

We re not tops in the
skating world but we

sure “cut” a nice figure
on the Lemon Sale.

Here are a few prices on

the unsold Balance.

Overcoats
1—33 Short waa $5969 $19.50
1—35 Reg. was 340.09

1—42 Reg. waa $55.00
1—36 Reg. was $33.00

1—39 Reg. waa $49.75

1—42 Reg. was $65.00

19.50
19.50
39.50
39.50
39.50

UNDERWEAR
1 Lot

Light Wgt. Unions $1.00
Was $2.00 Sizes 38-40

1 Lot Light Wgt.
Ath. Union
Was $2.00

Things have been happening with incredible speed since
President Elsenhower took office, but why the delay from
Nov. 5 to Jan. 20? During all that period whatever Mr. Tru
man and hls official family said and did could only be an
embarrassment to them, to the nation and to the Incoming
administration. Under the rules, they have to carry on for
two and one half months. With world affairs in their present
state it meant that practically all the civilized world had to
sit tight, and wonder what the new rules might be like.
Back in 1932. Inauguration Day was set ahead to Jan.
20 from the traditional March 4th. Why not keep step with
the faster tempo of today's political world and have the
Inaugural on Thanksgiving Day?

397 MAIN ST.

TEL. 1090

1 Lot 4-4S-5H

$4.95

Ski Pants 8 to 18 $3.95
Value $7.95

salmon
63

1.00

Shorts

50c

Value $1215 Size 3-4-5

nf1’
10 f K I • > ’
m q . nf
22-lt

Salmon

ii

■*

can

CAN 07

social

Salmon

★ Harden-Fresh 2

can

AND

SANDALS

THIS IS SOUND PSYCHOLOGY

Cross Buns
ANE
PARK

Of

PUG

MIICUDAAMC

OF 10

TREAT)

cherry Pie 43c

Values
To $8.95

-A

• Beige and Multi!

“Our purpose is to manage the Government's finances so
as to help and not hinder each family in balancing Its own
budget” said President Eisenhower in his State of the Union
message In line with this a large manufacturer has decided
to place the nickel back into practical circulation and is
bringing out a standard bar of a well and widely known
toilet soap to sell for five cents. This will have a great psy
chological effect on the thinking of the people and will re
call when a nickel was a real coin ln the nation’s economyfive cent bus fares, flve cent cigars, flve cent candy bars—
all are ln the realm of possibility.

Hairy favorites!

SILVERBROOK BUTTER ;i5,77c
Large -Sunnybrook, Strictly
Fresh—Grade A
DOZ 65c
EGGS
SHARP CHEDDAR CHEESE ,b65c

• High or Cuban Heels!

• Pumps!
• Sandals or Anklettes!

• Leather, Suede!
• Genuine Reptile!

►men snow*

Sizes
4 1-2—9 AA-B

f'AVyyz'/'/M'A

IK THIS A0
GUARANTEED
THRU SAT., FEB
77 A EFFECTIVE
IN THIS COM
MUNITY A
Vicinity

Ihl GAEA- ATLANTIC AND I’T.CJIf TEA COMPANY

Style

SURF

A&P'S Alt PURPOSE PURE

Among Several Used Units Priced To Save

L

Women's and Girls'

SHORTENING

LUX SOAP
Lathers Freely and Quickly

No Rinsing Needed

dexo ”^29'

”17?'

lance eacMU

2

30

SECULAR CAKIS , £

GENUINE SHEEPSKIN LINED

We Especially Invite Vour Inspection of the Following

}

1—1951 Ford Tudor With Fordomatic R&H $1450

WALDOBORO GARAGE CO.

POLAR BOOTS

SLICED APPLES

One Pte Brand

One Pte Brand

I4SS OUNCE CAN ] )'

I4V> OUNCE CAN 1 |C

1 NOUNO »or CAN 23‘

MINCE MEAT

KIBBLED DOG BISCUITS

CAT FOOD

Old Mother Hubbard

Old Mother Hubbard
All Fish

One Pie Brand

I

22-lt

SQUASH

Values To $9.95

(

ROCKLAND, MAINE

PUMPKIN
One Pie Brand

ALL LEATHER

|

1 MONO I oi

YOU ARE
NEEDED

•
•
•
•

os a

»»-it

37’

]Q

14V, OUNCE CAN

SUPER SUDS

VEL
A Colgate-Palmolive product

CAKES

2

32

LANCS NACKACES

JJf

LANCE NACKACt

PALMOLIVE SOAP

FAB

A Colgate-Palmolive product

A Colgate-Palmolive product

NECULAN CANES ]

5

LANCS NACKACE

30’

KARO SYRUP

30

” •m •” 23

Blue label
Red Label

ii»,.«’24'

MAZOLA SALAD OIL

DIAL SOAP

CHICKEN FRICASSEE

For Cooking and Salads

Kesps You Fresh
Round the Clock

Ingersoll's Boned

3J:

quant

MT’ir

73

DEL MONTE

FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY AT

LOWEST PRICES

j'.» pov«o «ac

A Colgate-Palmolive product

pint unit

RUBBER FOOTWEAR

23

PALMOLIVE SOAP

2

GINGER
REO
WINE
GREEN

caw

A Colgate-Palmolive product

3 bath

HEADQUARTERS FOR

Tho Courlr-Guettj^ i

GRAPEFRUIT
4 m 29c
POTATOES KATAHDINS 1 5 BAG 63c
YELLOW ONIONS S 3 ? 39'
PINEAPPLES extSc, ea39c
’glB SAC
lYlU jMKUUIYIJ SNOW-WHITE
MEDIUM
BOX zy
BANANAS GOLDEN, YELLOW LB 16

ItNOfS , ENTEN EAVORUfi

PAP<£g

AT A LOW

An Outstanding Value At This Low Price.

1044 er 770

SHANK END SUPER-RIGHT

LB
FULLY COOKED
HAMS
OVEN
FACE RUMP
ROAST
LB
STEAK or
TOP ROUND OVEN ROAST LB
POT
B0H0M ROUND ROAST LB
CLOSE-TRIM
PORTERHOUSE STEAK LB
SUPER-RIGHT
j
SIRLOIN STEAK CLOSE-TRIM LB I
CUT FROM HEAVY
,
CUBE STEAK STEER ROUNDS LB I
SUPER-RIGHT
HAMBURG FRESHLY GROUND LB 1

can

Salmon

DRESS PUMPS

GROUND OBSERVER

SOCIAL ITEMfi
APPRECIATED
Write or Telephone

★ Supfr-IUnlil Meats!

COLDSt«AM W*

a$t

• Red, Black, Brown!

1.00

Union Suits

(bt

sliced

Satmon

On Women's High Grade

Value $7-05

Value $1.95

11

wn
nv»*
S0NNV8
rook
O°'

1—1951 Chevrolet Tudor With Heater., . $1200 I

BOYS’ WEAR

Value $1.50

~ FANCY

VEGETABLE

Was $2.95-3.95 Size 17-17M

-'

ROCKLAND, ME.

Clearance Sale!

1.00

1.00

Shirts 12 to 14

FSBR’JARY 23

Lenten "Buys

You Real Money

Shoes

closed

ITORE

lERVICEi

Rockland has a peculiar parallel of Interests with the
recent real estate transaction which took place this past,
week ln Boston whereby the Boston & Albany Railroad sold
its present railroad yard to a New York syndicate. This 28
acre tract is in the very heart of metropolitan Boston and
the railroad has been ln close contact with the mayor's com
mittee for three years in an effort to place the property
advantageously for the city. Plans now call for construction
which will give the city a gTeatly increased tax revenue.
A similar problem presents Itself with the burned over
area in the heart of this city. The municipality has sus
tained a severe loss in income through the destruction of
these buildings and this money is sorely needed. Efforts are
being made to get this area back into the large tax paying
classification and it seems this city could take a leaf from
Boston’s book. With the city co-operating strongly with the
owners and the Chamber of Commerce some sound solution
can be obtained as has been done in Boston. Three years
elapsed before the victory was achieved, so let's curb our im
patience and all buckle down to help and encourage the
interested parties.

1 Lot

Pullover Shirts

STORES

fcU OAY MONDAY,

All Sizes In Lot

1.00

SULTANA COCOA
PKG JJ
CAMPBELL'S
t . lQ’/j OZ A7C
SOUPS REGULAR STYLE J , CANS AZ
CAMPBELL'S
t I 10’ 1 OZ <jrC
SOUPS CREAM STYLE 4 . CANS □ □
REGULAR
11 OZ 07C
HEINZ SOUPS STYLE 2CANS LI
CREAM
11 OZ Arc
HEINZ SOUPS STYLE 2CANS JJ
15 OZ Aj C
CLAM CHOWDER SNOW'S CAN A 4
STERLING -PLAIN or
1 LB 10 OZ ftC
SALT
IODIZED
PKG
7
IONA SLICED or I LB 13 OZ aaC
PEACHES HALVES
CAN
A7
A4P ELBERTA
1 LB 1 OZ AvC
PEACHES HALVES
CAN

In observance ot

But Not In Every

1 Lot

Was $2.75 Size 4<

See How Much More
You Save With A&P's
Lower Grocery Prices!

Bread Crumbs

REAL USED CAR BUYS

Heavy Wgt. Shirts
Only

y.

fOR ADDtO TASlt APPEAtl

Tremendous Savings

Figures With A

tor Sacking shipment! ot fragile
a member of the Rockport Eighth
Buying a steak today reverses
Grade and Miss Janice Oarrlson, the culinary process—it's rare that merchandise, nothing la more prac
tical than old newspapers. Bundle*
a Rockport High student.
the fellow who psya the check isn’t 10 cents and op at The CourierSubscribe to The Oourier-Oazette well done.

INAUGURAL ON THANKSGIVING DAY

LET S TAKE A LEAF FROM BOSTON'S BOOK

We Do Our

TumUy-TUnmy-Satirmy

Pineapple »"*•
Jllice ’'"tAPP*-* i at ia er can 3)

------ .■u.^o^nwnJ

2

uni CAKES

14 OUNCE CAN ££f

37f

DROMEDARY
ShiferbrMd Mix
Devtl's Fee/Mix
White (eke Mix

BAM

ugjnmIS'

uormlT
u ot n»

nc

Does Not Scratch
14 0J

CAN J 2’

KUr.-'

huftjday-SAturflfcY

hotkianu tuui iLi-Udzt'Uc, iiiuisdtiy, rcttf uury in, I y jj

A representative from the Social
Security Administration office ln
Augusta WUI be at the Rockland
Post Office Building, on Tuesday,
Teb. 24, rather than Monday, be
I The Conservative Baptist Wo- cause ot Washington’s Birthday
Zoming Events
' men'* Fellowship ot Central Maine holiday, from 1230 to 2.30 p tn
clal and community event* will have their mid-winter rally at
ollclted for til* calendar. All the Calvary Baptist Church of
The Coast Guard Reserve unit
”«“*8Sw".S£2J!
»>»a
"
at Rockiand Is interested in Inter
•t, galea, suppers, dances, cap- , rooming and afternoon sessions at viewing men who are below IB 1-2
ac accepted. Ths decision of 10JO and 1.15. The president,
years of age, or who are former
ditor la final.]
; Mrs. j. Charles MacDonald of servicemen. Lt. Comdr. Raymond
19—Theta Rho GtrlsS' Club Rockland, will conduct the meet- W. Pish, head of the unit, points
61 .St1
7«£‘
lngs- Speakers will Include Mis* out that men can be transferred
etlng, Elks Home. 8 pm.
' M^«aret Smith, RX. on furlough from the unit to active duty with
Jb»-World Day of Prayer Serv- 1 from missionary service ln Japan, the Coast Guard as time for in
at the Congregational Church and M>ss Bernice Foss, appointee duction approaches. Pull informa
JSl ..
, ~
. to the Belgian Congo.
tion may be obtained at the Coast
20—Educational Club meets at!
Guard Moorings ln Rockland which
i Farnsworth Museum at 3
n.
i The many friends of Vere are located at the fool of Tillson
Methebesec club will Crockett wui be delighted to learn avenue.
rt at Farnsworth Museum at .... .
.
.
. ...
! p m
[ that he has signed a contract with
23—At Camden, the mld-wln- D. Van Nostrand Co., publishers, to
One year
ago: The Rev.
quarterly meeting of the Un- j bring out his new book, "Small Bruce Cummings ordination set
n Baptist Association.
Boat Designing for Pun and Pro- for Peb. 22 of Warren Baptist
21—Rubinstein Club Guest
■ning at Universalist Church. ; fit.” It will be available ln the Church—Two of Camden's textile
h 3—Rebekah meeting, 730 : early fall at all book stores.
mills to be sold at auction—-SmaU
i Fellows Hall
attendance at school budget hear
h 3—Community Concert at
The Winslow - Holbrook - Merritt ing.—The annual heart drive was
mden Opera House, Carol
Post, A. U, and its Auxiliary are on.—Mrs. Sadie Russ died in a fire
mn, violinist, guest artist.
h 4—Canton Lafayette No. 18 j sponsoring the visit of the Red at her Hosmer Pond road.—Kippy
entertain Battalion at Odd,CroSfi Bloodmobile on March 23 to Karnival was highly successful.
IOWS HflJI.
h 6-Methebesec dub meets thls <^7- Headquarters will be at Sylvia Davis crowned queen.—The
Farnsworth Museum Auditorl the Legion Home and Legion and city was brought to a stand stiU
* at 230 p. m.
Auxiliary members will co-operate by the huge snow faU and blizzard
h 10—Bowdoin Meddlebemp- on the project. Miss Anna Ma- of Peb. 17-18 with many persons
re, Rockland High School Auhony, head of the Bangor office, marooned in cars.—Harlan Davis
jrtum, 8 p. m.
h 12—Showing of “Mr. Texas" Blood procurement Division of the and James Haigh drowned off Old
First Baptist Church,
Red Cross, will meet the members Man Ledge.
h 13—Rubinstein Club Guest
of the Auxiliary next Tuesday
-------■ning. Farnsworth Museum,
h 18—Style Show at the Le night at a supper meeting at Le- | There WlU be an American Le
ra Home. Benefit Hyde Home gion Home to discuss booking and Klon AuxlUary meeting of Post No.
Crippled Children,
I Tuesday, Peb. 24, Legion Home,
all details.
h 20—Methebesec Club meets
Rockland, at 7 p>. m. Miss Anna
Farnsworth Museum Auditori
Mahoney, assistant administrator
al 230 p. m.
BORN
h 23—Red Cross Bloodmobile
Maxey—At Knox Hospital. Peb. of Maine Red Cross blood program,
visit Rockland, headquarters 18. to Mr. and Mrs. Robert Maxey will be guest speaker. There will
Ion Home. Sponsored by Le- of Waldoboro, tains, a son and a be a sewing circle in the afternoon
■ and Auxiliary,
daughter.
and supper will preceed the meet
b 27—Tyler School PTA
Fainter—At Winslow. Peb. 11. to
r.
Mr. and Mrs. Lloyd Painter, for ing. Members are asked to bring
3—Methebesec Club meets at merly of Owl's Head, a daughter— game prizes.
.nsworth Museum Auditorium Patricia Ellen.
K’hO p m.
Knight—At Pomona, Calif., Peb.
The Maine Journalist, publica
9-10—Grade school operetta, 7. to Mr. and Mrs. James M.
kland High auditorium.
Knight (formerly Jean Cushing of tion of the University of Maine,
18— Annual banquet. Rock- Thomaston), a son—John Oliver.
carried an exceUent likeness of
1 Fire Department.
the late Prank A. Winslow of The
30—Community Concert at
DIED
Courier -Gazette and a complimen
nmunity Building, De Paur
Spear—At Camden, Peb. 18, tary item on hls successful Ufe as
intry Chorus.
12. 13, 14—Business & Pro- Susan Spear, age One year. 8 a newspaper man.
donal Women's Club. State months. Puneral private, Sunday.
McCullagh—At Roxbury. Mass..
tvention at Samoset Hotel.
The release of the Reconstruc
19- 20-21 — American Leg'on Peb. 13. Dr. Prank R McCullagh,
tion Finance Corporation dated
formerly
of Rockport.
.ventlon tn Rockland.
Miller—At Thomaston. Peb. 18, Peb. 18 gives the information that
ce Chief Bernard Thompson Effie J. Miller, widow of Dana Mil a business loan of $5000 has been
to the members of the Knox ler, age 70 years. Puneral Sunday, granted to Ralph M. and Zena M.
2 p. m. from the Federated Chureh,
y Civil Defense Mobile Bat- Thomaston. Rev. H. P. Leach offi Roberts of Liberty.
Monday evening at city hall. ciating.
Interment tn Village
Ik covered the duties of spc- Cemetery, Thomaston
CARD OF THANKS
Barlow—At Rhode Island, Peb
We wish to express our sincere
ilice workers in the event of
6, Mrs. Nora Millay Barlow of Re- thanks to al! of our friends, rela
-iergency
hoboth. Mars., formerly of Liberty, tives and neighbors for the many
age 70 years.
acts of kindness and sympathy dur
Bert Wardwell Is a surgical paHowes—At Everett Ma*6. Peb ing our recent bereavement, with
13.
Silas
B.
Howes,
formerly
of
lent at Knox Hospital.
special thanks to Dr. E. R. Moss
Liberty, age 87 year*.
and Mrs. Douglas Brooks
Young
—
At
Jersey
City,
N.
J.
Ell Kiskila, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph
At the recent meeting of the PlPeb. 17. Angela K Young, wife of Burkett. Mr. and Mrs. Edward Klsneer Girls, held ln the Kenyon Richard B. Young of Rockland, klla, Mr and Mrs. Henry Furrow,
partmenw of the Littlefield Me- age 37 years. Puneral services Sat Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Kiskila. Mr
lorlal Baptist Church, these new urday morning In Jersey City. and Mrs. Charles Seavey, grand
children.
22*lt
dots were elected: Shirley Rich- Burial In Jersey City, N. J
rds. Janice Bickford, and 8andra
IN MEMORIAM
IN MEMORIAM
ardy. The Colonist Oroup of the
in loving memory of Charles H.
In memory of dear Plavtlla who
Robinson who passed away Feb. 20.
ioneer Girls will meet In the ves- left us Peb. 19. 1!M4.
fy Monday night at 6 for a brief The rolling stream of life rolls on. 19&1.
Although he has gone, his mem
jlumn council meeting, after But still the vacant chair
Recalls the love, the voice, the ory lives on to those who loved him
hlch they will go to Camden for
so
dearly.
smile
Sadly missed by wife, daughters,
j youth meeting.
Of the one who once sat there.
22" lt
Sad and lonely years have passed sons and grandchildren.
A grass fire between Upper Park Since our great sorrow fell.
CARD OF THANKS
treej and New County Road Wed- The shock we received that day,
I wish to express my sincere ap
We still remember well.
p>4f.y afternoon called out fire- As we loved her, so we miss her preciation to Knox I O.OP Lodge,
Miriam Rebekah Lodge, Methodist
ten and necessitated a box alarm In memory she Is ever near.
* call volunteers to aid tn fighting Loved, remembered,, longed for al Church, and friends and neighbor*
for cards and gift*; especial thanks
ways
te blase which for a time threatto Dr. O. R. Lawry. Jr., for his care
Bringing many a silent tear.
bed to reach otl storage tanks in Sweet memories linger forever
and kindness during my recent ill
ness.
Joseph Hamlin.
Time cannot change them. It's true.
,ie area.
Years that may come cannot sever
22-lt
Game Party O AR. Hall, Friday, Our loving remembrance of you.
Mother
and
family;
son,
Harold
eb 20, at 2 p. m—adv.
22-lt
Lee.
22-lt

TALK OF THE TOWN

The oil paintings of a score of
The Office Of
the best known steamboats on the
DR. DANA NEWMAN
coast may be seen through the
WILL BE CLOSED
rest of February at Farnsworth
Wednesday, Feb. 18th
Museum, free of charge. These
Until Further Notice
amazingly beautiful pointings in
21*22 clude such well known vessels as
Canidui, City of Rockland, Gov.
’
GAME PARTY
Dlngly, Bunker Kill, Howard,
Forest City and some Pali River
EVERY FRIDAY
liners. Don't miss this opportunity.
At 7.30 P. M.
19*23
TOWTR ROOM
COMMUNITY BUILDING

PMtTtofei

ROCKLAND LODGE CONFERS DEGREES

Lincoln Baptists
Church Group To Meet in
Camden Next Monday
Theme of tbe mid-winter quar| terly meeting of the Lincoln Bap: list Association, which will be held
Monday tor both day and evening
sessions at the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church ln Camden, will be
Going Forth To Witness."
The program, opening at 10.30
a. m., will be as follows: In the
morning worship period conducted
by Rev. Richard Henley of Belfast;
the welcome wlU be by Rev. Mel
vin H. Dorr. Jr., pastor of the host
church: the response by the asso
ciation moderator, Albert Barnes
of Belfast; welcome of new pas
tors; minutes of the last meeting:
and committee appointments, and
' morning sermon by Rev Millard
Gile of Tenants Harbor
The atternoon session wlU start

Albert E. MacPhail, Thrice Po-1
tent Master of Rockland Lodge ot
Perfection, Scottish Rite Bodies,
has called a stated communication
for Peb. 20, at thc Masonic Temple.
Following the business meeting,
there will be presented, for the first
time In Rockland, The Thirteenth
Degree. In full ceremonial form.
Refreshments will be served after
the work.

\ I /

Save today for a brighter tomorrow.
Invest part of each pay check in
United States Defense Bonds for a
safer, more secure future! Improved,
Series E Bonds are now even better.
They have a higher interest rate
and quicker return. Invest more in
Defense Bonds—through the Payroll
Savings Plan where you work. With
this regular investment plan, you en
joy seeing Bond added to Bond—
your security growing month by
month. Your savings mount pro
gressively. You progress toward your
personal goal of a business of your
own — a new home — education for
vour children. And remember, De
fense Bonds are NOW EVEN BETDavid Bicknell, member of the: 1ER.

firm of Bicknell Manufacturing1
Oompany, was guest speaker at the
Jumping Jack Juniors and Se
Tuesday night meeting of the
niors
at the Quality Shoe Shop.
Junior Chamber of Commerce at
22-23
the Farnsworth Museum.

Susan Spear, age 21 months, and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Everett j
L? Spear, 2d, died during last night ’
at Camden Private funeral serv-;
ices will be held Sunday.

Judge Zelma Dwinal of Rockland
Municipal Court leaves this week- j
end for hls annual Florida vaca
tion. In hls absence, Recorder Al
fred Strout of Thomaston will pre
side at the dally sessions.
Subscribe to The Oourler-Oazette

FOR THE WEEKEND, LEAN SHORT SHANK FRESH

LITRE PIG SHOULDERS

New Fresh SPINACH
The Lard Market Is Very Strong
But We Bring You Again
PURE
lb pkg

LARD

ue

PHONE 701

’"l

!

1

With Each Purchase Of Oar
WESTERN RIB

CLAREMONT STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.
1-tf

CORNED BEEF

WHILE IT LASTS

WESTERN BONELESS

Brisket Corned Beef

lb 49c

Boneless Pot Roast

lb 59c

Porterhouse or Sirloin

lb 79c
lb 79c

Top Round Steak

lb 79c

Tenderized Steak

BURPEE
Funeral Home
Ambulance Service
»
TELS.
pe.111 UMEBOCK AC,
BOCKLAND, MB.

Pure Lard

MASONIC CLUB
MEETING
MONDAY. FEB. 23

EGGS

7.30 P. M.
MASONIC TEMPLE

ITALIAN SANDWICHES
msHDinv
22’tt

4 cans 55c

PREM

UPPER PARK gTREKT
Fresh

Stac Chickens
lb. 29c
While They Last
7 lb. Ave.

Sirloin Steak
lb. 49c

Bologna

lean boneless brisket

lb. 35c

lb. 55c

T-Bone

Boneless Chuck

Steak
lb. 65c

Pot Roast or
Stew Beef
lb. 59c

Rump Steak
lb. 79c

lb. 75c

Bottom Round

Steak
lb. 75c
Veal Legs
lb. 49c

Corned Beef

Pot Roast
lb. 69c

Pork Chops
Center Cota

lb. 65c

Hamburg
LEAN ALL BEEF

lb. 40c
•Fresh Native

Fowl
lb. 42c
Veal Chops
lb. 59c

CARROT or BEET

3 Tins 25c

CHirs

SUGAR CURED
SLICED

p|Q LIVER

29c

<

Lean

lb 45c

CHUCK ROAST

s‘*

CHICKEN

lb 47c

each $1.19

DELICIOUS, TASTY, UTTLE PIG

Slelo^

Cut From Young Tender Porkers, Buy Half A Loin And You
Get Center Chops And A Nice Roast

FILLETS

NEW GOLDEN SMOKED

LETTUCE

CALIFOKNU

2 Heads 29c

ICEBURG

each 49c

HONEY DEW MELONS

RED CAP

doz 49c

ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT Seedless

3 for 29c

Many Of Our Customers Have Asked For Thb Sale Again
MFRF VT IG

CORN - STRING BEANS - PEAS
2 Tins 25c
We Have Added Whole Beets And Diced Carrots
OCEAN SPRAY

qt 19c

AMMONIA
RED CAP

qt 19c

BLEACH
SOFTEX TOILET

2 rolls 29c

RED CAP

REFRESHER .
SLADES

lb 39c
lb 29c

SilCed

PORK LOINS

jgjSWAN

TISSUE

lb 69c

lb 39c

5 CENTS!
MK

FRESH
Creamery

MINCED HAM ,¥ ™

Now... a
, fragrant
floating toilet
soap for only

Bv The Piece

Lean and Tender

Cube Steak

POOKLAWB

POTATOES

2 ,bs 29c

12 OT 45c

HASH

lb 29c

, Mrf. pfc 55(.

19c SAlT PORK Dry Back

I.IBBYS CORNED BEEF
1 lb Can

SMALL’S

49c

Tin

SWIFTS

22‘lt

pk.

No. I GRADE
SKINLESS

FRANKFORTS

73c HAMBURG

Swiftning

Deviled Ham

g

39c

SAVINGS

-

lg doz 57c BACON

Swift. AU Purpose Shortening

<w\XX\\XV\VV\X\\X\\\\\\VkV\xf

nAJKCLL run iviaknli
| 582 MAIN ST.,
TEL. 650.
ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

Fresh From N'earbv Farms

UNDERWOOD

Tep Bound

WI MAKI ODB

lb 59c

CHEESE

FIRST OF THE
NEW SPRING CROP

BUTTER

STRONG-STORE AGED

MILK

2 lbs for 25c

ALL HAMBUKO FRESH GROUND TO ORDER

2 lbs 49c

OLEO

QUA«TCR«rS4O€

lb. 47c

12c

SWIFT'S ALLSWEET

ROCKLAND

lb.

YOUR CHOICE
OF SIZE

.................... SERVE WITH

.ARMOURS

A Real SPECIAL For You
FREE CABBAGE

d'ivwsifeiiiBlsr.'r^ .

WILL BE CLOSED ALL DAY MONDAY. WASHINGTON’S BIRTHDAY

PHONE ORDERS FILLED

CARL M. STILPHEN
LADY ASSISTANT
14 HOUR AMBULANCE
SERVICE

r

PERRY’S MARKET

266 MAIN STREET > TELEPHONE 1691
Funeral Home

22-lt

REMEMBER. SHOP THIS WEEKEND FOB TWO DAYS

TRENEER'S MARKET

RUSSELL

5 to 630 P. M.

e

The Methebesec Club wiU meet
at 2 p. m. Instead of its regular
time of 230 p. fn.. on Friday, at
the Farnsworth Museum in order |
that the meeting can close before
th World Day of Prayer services at
3 o’clock. The theme of the after
noon meeting Is “Our Heritage of
the Peoples.' Mrs. George Avery
will give a paper on The Arizona
of the Southlwest and Wendell.
Hadlock will speak on The Three j
Southwestern Peoples.

Auspice* Knights of Columbus

16-TdrTh-tl

Saturday, Feb. 21

e HRHOte CASE! OF SU KIND5
VlC£TA8tEf,FRUIU,MEBTr ANO BERRie{
THE VEAOIcr 16 “THEY ARE THE
HE BEIT
BFfTT
IF YOU BUY THEM UP RT PERRVT

HORSE RADISH. VEGETABLE!

484 Old County Road

0A£ HALL

fr~

Sauerkraut Juice.

HAROLD A. DEAN

PUBLIC SUPPER

LINES BY SOGLOW

gaL palls. 24, 34 and 6

SALAD AND PICKLES.

Additional patrons and patron
esses for Saturday night’s Heart
Fund Charity Ball are, Mr. and
Mrs. Raymond Fogarty, Mr. and
Mrs. Gilbert Barker, Dr. and Mra
Russell Abbott, Mr. and Mrs. Keith
Goldsmith, Mr. and Mrs. Edward
Coffin and party. The affair will
be held from 9 to 12.

j

Photo by Cullen

By the Pound, 1 g»L Jar, 2 and

gaL kegs.

reports of oocnmltteea, offering,
sad special music, Ths <•
message ot ths ssssion will ba de
livered by Rev. Gerald Beals, pas
tor <tf the United Baptist Cfcsseh
ot Topsham.
Dinner and rapper will be served
oy iadles of the Chestnut Street
Baptist Church.

More than 100 members of the Rockland Lodge of Masons were
treated to an Italian dinner Tuesday evening. The chef was Rocco Fer
rara who Is pictured above busy at tbe task of preparing the delicacy,
which h hls specialty, in the Masonic Temple kitchens. The Master Ma
son Degree was conferred on a class of five candidates by lodge officers.
Candidates were; George Morton, David Giles, Norman Hammond,
Richard Fowler and Charles Foote, Jr.

FOR SALE
SAUERKRAUT

24

at 130 p. m.. with a worship period
by Rev. Frederick Barton of Islesboro; followed by a missionary per
iod, over which Mrs Vivian Lord
of Rockland, the president, will
preside Missionary speaker will
be Mrs. Charles Marstalier of Gar
diner, member of the Women's
Foreign Mission Society of the
American Baptist Convention.
Convention hour, "Evangelism to
Maine," by Rev. Elmer Bentley of
WaterviUe, executive secretary and
director of evangelism for the
United Baptist Convention of
Maine. There will be a discussion
period with Rev. A. M. Craig of
Bangor, district secretary for East
ern Maine, and prayer and praise
service by Rev. Donald Rider of
Appleton.
Starting at 7 p. m„ the evening
program will open with a worship
service by the association young
people's group of which Rev. James
Dagino of Rockland Is the leader;
followed by a business session with

27c
1 1-2 os

Can 19c

CRANBERRY SAUCE
KID GLOVE BONED

6 ozcan 67c

CHICKEN

BIRDS- Strawberries
-wPeas
EYt
lima BtANS

Black Pepper
29c
Stock Up Your Pantry
Save On Case Lots

jELFjERVl
STOP*SHOI>»SAVE

2

12 oz pkg 33c
12 oz pkg 37c
10 oz pkg 29c

Just Try A Case And
Judge For Yourself

MARKET
AMPLE PARKING

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

RocklandCourier-Gazette. Thursday, February 19, 1953

Foar

For Forty Years
USE OUR CLASSIFIED ADS

WALDOBORO

WARREN

INEXPENSIVE—EFFECTIVE
FOR SELLING, BUYING, RENTING SERVICES

MRS RENA CROWELL
Correspondent
Telephone 250

AlENA L. STARRETT
Correspondent
Telephone 49

Take It Easy

Dr. Mary Sloop Has Carried Famous Market Analyst Dis- Cut Driving Speed By 10
On Crusade In Mouncusses Stock Situation
Miles Per Hour If
tains Of South
, freel>. a<4^~tl>at a great
Past Forty

HERE’S HOW LITTLE IT COSTS
Advertisements ln this column not to exceed three lines Inserted
•nee for M cento, three times, one dollar. Additional lines 10
cento each for each line, half price each additional time used.
Five small words to a line.
Special notice! AU ‘ blind ads" so called. L o. advertisements
which require the answers to be sent to The Courier-Gazette
office for handling, cost 25 cents sddltlonaL

The Time To Buy?

Dr. Mary T. Martin Sloop, a change is taking place in the govwoman of eighty years who has ernmeftt of thbs countrj'' Not tmly
pioneered ln the North Carolina ^^Hde-^i^orv'L^No^^er
landslide victory last November,
,
. .
.
®nce lhc
of h century,
E^e^ower is now giving “big
waa honorea “
American business’ a “landslide ” stock marMother of the Year in 1951; cer- j1161
_

MATINICUS
Members of the Ladies' Aid en
joyed a covered dish supper at the!
regular Thursday night meeting
Dorian Ames was ln Vinalhavei
one day the past week, on business
Mr*
Frank Thompson am
daughter have returned from Vi
nalhaven to the home of hls par .
ents
Mr
and Mrs. Norma)
Thompson.

No matter how many years you
have been driving a car, if you are
for,y.you S‘WUld
,miles
----- - an
— hour
----- slower than you
drove when you ft-ere thirty. at
Birthdav Parly
l€ast on open highways,
ALL CLASSIFIEDS—CASH
| Heeding this .warning, says Dr.
Mrs. Isabelle Ripley gave a
No classified ads wtll be accepted without the cash and no book
Why Storks Have Gone Up
Paul H .Fluck. New Jersey pliysi- birthday party for her niece Verm
Tuesday.
length of service. All persons who tainly no other woman has ever
keeping wlU be maintained for these ads.
The annual town meeting will be are hiterested may obtain ad- been more richly deserving of those
The appointment of so many wc- cian. jn the March issue of the Philbrook on Feb. 10 from 3
q
ALL MUST BE PAID FOR
heL „n
Xuwi £ dltlin.1 ‘hformaton and the neces- laurels Dr. Sloop, with the aid of ce8sful businessmen to high o rices Journai of Living magazine, may | p. m. Games were played * r>-<
as received except from firms or Individuals maintaining regular
Sn from 2 to 7 p m fXS ^ary applcatlon form from the lo- LeGette Blythe. has told the colormade them a,ld ^eir friends add years t0 your Ufe After 40, prizes won for pinning the hear
accounts with The Courier-Gazette. Count the Words—Five to a
very bullish. These friends have your automatic reflexes slow down. on the arrow, and for a seramMc*
Line.
b7 voting on articles In the war- cal secretar>' Board of U. S. Civil ful story of her life in “Miracle in
passed along the word to other It is these reflexes on which your words contest. The table wa
ra,v
Service Examiners, at the Post the Hills”. McGraw-Hill will puhfriends, who liave bought stocks at safety as a driver largely depends. lovely with favors and decoration,
.
Office. Applications must be filed Ush it on her eightieth birthday,
an unprecedented rate. Naturally,
__________________________
WANTED _____ A_ Democratic caucus will beheld with the
Dlrcctor
March #
Although your hands still swerve in keeping with Valentine's Dai
FOR SALE
stock prices have been going up the wheel automatically when An interesting feature of the aft
LIGHT Housekeeping
Apt.
w h
u sS*1™* Region. Post
As a little girl, Mary T. Martin
PUREBRED
Toulouse
Goose
office and courthouse Budding, had wanted to be a medical mis- and will continue to climb as long sudden danger appears, or your ernoon was a mystery pie fron
Hatching Eggs. ELIZABETH L. one or two rooms wanted at oncewaiactooro nign scnooi Duuaing.
as this buying exists.
for
elderly
lady,
$35
per
month.
Mrs.
Carroll
Cooney
and
Mrs.
•
foot slams down on the brake, your which each guest received a gif'
BLACK Lake Ave., Tel. 1494
„ ,, _
,
Boston 9. Mass, not later than the slonary in China. But when she
Have these Republicans bough! reactions may be seconds slower Refreshments of ice cream, fane,
22*27 TEL. 1395-J.
—— Russe 1 oonej vi sa.
r y or cjoain^ date or receipt of applica- had earned her medical degree
lor investment or to sell again soon than they were. And one second, cookies, and three pretty cake,
DISPLAY Printer for sale. DoeWILL caie for your children dur- Europe.
tions, which is March 10. 1953.
(despite the fact that one college
anything from price tags to large ing the day. MARION BART*
Mrs. Edgar Wlnchenbach is in
Committees named lor the stated wouldn't allow her to take Anat- at a profit. Frankly. I do not know or even a fraction of a second, may were enjoyed. One of the cakes be
size posters. Two full sets of type LETT. Tel. 222-M________ 22*lt
but my guess is the latter. If so, make all the difference in whether ing the new “Queen Elizabeth!
Plainfield. N. J
meeting Friday night of Ivy Chap- omy—“lt wouldn't be proper, a
when these friends of the big shots or not you have an accident
cake, made by Mrs. Ripley. Thos
Bpeec-M-mnv iwuiivu^iapu .»»-1 ... ............. d
........ onc wh
Mrs Lawrence Weston is in Bos- ter, OE.S.. are as follows; Enter- woman with all those naked
Forgetting that your reflexes are present were: Grace. Wilma-Jear
chine, slightly used. $25. BICK- J
?care clVim. tet. ton for 8 short time
tainment, Mrs. Emma Norwood; stiffs")—and after her marriage begin to sell, who will be the buy
_22tf
NELL HAiRDWARE 22vf
6
22*24
Clarence Reed is a patient at the and refreshments. Miss Martha to tall, handsome Dr. Eustace Sloop. ers? A stock market can tumble slower once you pass the age of Patty and Jessie Philbrook. Erven;
22*24
from present prices as fast as il
TWO Sheep for sale, bred. Have ,
{ Osteopathic Hospital in Portland. ' Studley, Mrs. Edwin Gammon and she realized that there was as dire can climb. After Hoover’s election 40 can cut off many good years Ames. Mr. and Mrs. A. M. Ripley
from your life, declares Dr. Fred and Vernon Philbrook Im.
not been sheared for two years
Bridge Club Meets
Mrs. Pred Starrett.
a need for medical missionaries in in 1928 the Industrial Averages
HARRY STRAUB. Rockville Star
Fluck.
vited but unable to attend 4$.
Mrs. W. H. Crowell will be hos- Orett Robinson of Thomaston the North Carolina mountains as went up __
Route. Rockland, Maine.
22*lt j
100 points within 10
The physician lists four other Verna
grandmother, Mrs. Flor*
tess to the Bridge Club Thursday will show slides of last summer’s there was in China. The two Dr. monUls ' bul
fell
over
COMPLETE Line of PaAkeet j
mistakes which may shorten life Philbrook and her uncle Georg*
night At the regular meeting of trip to Europe tonight (Thursday) Sloops, married in 1908. saddled
in only j mpnth!
and Canary Bird Seed for sale
in middle age. One is to take on
Meenagha Grange Monday night, following the fellowship supper at their horses directly after their
GRACE'S GARDENS. Mrs Charles |
Will History Repeat Itself?
work which you are physically.
honeymoon
breakfast
and
rode
A Switf. 9 Booker St Tel Thom- I
ST. GEORGE
the acting Lecturer Minnie Vannah the Montgomery' rooms.
Stocks rallied again during tire mentally
or
unemotionally
Prescription Service
aston 374.____________ 21 -23
back into the wilderness to devote
Entertains
Traveling Grange
presented a short program of
first part of 1930. but in April be- equipped to do Another is to igtheir lives to the mountain people.
TRUCK Tires, tubes 750 and j
Drugs - Sundries
St. George Grange will entertai
stories, discussion and stunts. Next
gan
an
almost
steady
decline
until,
■
imre
seemingly
trivial
ailments,
WEST
ROCKPORT
7.00x17. for sale, good, both $35;
Crossnore, where they settled,
week there will be a 7 p. m. supper.
in 1932. they had fallen a total ol Th€se may llot affcct a person of the traveling Granges Feb 20tl
TEL. 1204
The Tuesday Club met last week
Ea=y Washing Machine (wringer)
had
a single country store, a hand 300 points from the 1929 peak! twenty, but once past forty, "little" I The guest speaker will be Stnt
Take
sweets
if
not
soleited.
Movies
electric, this week, $35: 10 ft. flatwith
Mrs.
Philip
Davis.
A
portion
373 MAIN STREET
bottom Tender, screw fastened :
will be shown during the Lecturer's of the evening was devoted to view- ful of shack-llke houses, and a one- This means that the Industrial SJmi.ptoms may be the forerunner Master Lewis C. GuptiU. We hop
ROCKLAND. MAINE
room schoolhouse. The roads were
new. $46 H J CARLE, Camden i
to see a big attendance.
92-Th-tfl
hour.
lng TV at the Davis store across
. .
, ,u Averages, which were selling above of more serious troubles.
Tel Lin. 3-4685_____________21*23
mountain paths, the diet of the
Sister Ardelle Hazelton Is str
350 after Hoover had been in ofMistake number three is to let
Nominate Officers
the wav
•
people was “hog meat, greens and
1936 PLYMOUTH Coupe, $75.
fice 6 months, sold at only 50 the cxccss pound--, pile up Overweight ill at her home but showing aigr
At the Republican caucus held
Mrs.
John
North
was
absent
sreaae
•>
they
were
frightened
of
also large Chiffonier. $12; open
FEMALE HELP WANTED
, u a threat to long nfe. And mis- of improvement.
Bookcase $20; large China Closet Exceptional opportunity for limit- Tuesday night, the following were ,rom her duties at the post office operations and medicine in gen fourth year of his term.
At the regular meeting Frida
$40: also Scotty Pups, cheap. ed number of women willing to I nominated: Selectmen for one year last weck due to illness.
Tliis
does
not
mean
that
such
a
takc number four, concludes Dr.
al and onjy a very few coul<
ELSIE J. WALLACE. Tel War train 2-4 weeks at home, comple- .John Foster- for two vears, John !
decline can now happen again, pri- pIuck in hi8 Journal of Living ar- , night the Charter was drajred i
.
,j v.
.
..
/ .
vou for
’ ’Salmi; T.
R0^11 Cane of Ea"t Waldoboro read. The biggest industry wa
ren 55.
20-22 tion
tion of
of training
training Qualifies
qualifies you
for „
B
andL "
prank
for
marily because very few stocks are ticle
to try to keep up the pace : memory of Brother Seymore Fu
spent the weekend with his grand- moonshining and tlie average age
NINE
Pure
White
Emden high earnings at home. For apheld on margin today. Technically, oj your younger years and not get ler who was a charter membj^ <
polntment
write
REGIONAL
MANthree
V
ears
I*°nar<*
Bidwell
and
parents
Mr
ard
R
j
Hea
i
d
for
#
w
marry
was
fourteen.
Geese, ready to lay. and 200-egg
St. George Grange
Truman Thomas.
Town Clerk.! and atten(kd t,R Slm<jay
Qr sl£x)p took
]<x>k and roUed the stock maritet is now in a sound cll0Ugb rest
Incubator $60. GEORGE RUS ACER. Box S84. Camden, Me.
During Lecturer's hour, pictui
position, but this is not the reason t
_____________
22’it william Brooks, School Committee, supper Saturday night.
SELL. JR.. West Meadow Road'
up her sleeves
slides were shown by Mrs. Be
peaple are buying stocks today. The
Tel. I115-R
____
20*261 ALTERATIONS
and
Repair Phillip Weston, for three years.
Mr. and Mrs. Keith Crockett atIn fact, all her life Dr. Sloop has reafion
that ,hev
thg,
..o.ioa,
Gregory. Tliey were very much a;
SMALL Bottle Gas Heater, $10; work wanted at 501 Main St. Plre wards. Roscoe Hinkley. Eldred
Busuicss-at last taken
UNION
2 Oil Bottles & Stand $3. DUBY. ’ to e. _
1
2123 S01^ Earl Maxey. Joseph Brooks, tended the Bath teachers' Valen- been rolling up her sleeves, in the
predated by all.
Ihgraham s Hill, opposite Ocean ; CROSS. , Tel. 503-RK . _ 21-23
To
tine party last Wednesday night name of Crossnore, Avery County
(hp control o{ our country. But MRS FLORENCE CALDERWOOD
We were glad to welcome btu
Walter “Bun" Andrews arrived and thc state of North Carolina if
is trw (wWch y doubt, u *
Corresponded
Sister Earlene Grant after her !1
Ivan gcott, Willis Crowell, Frank
Telephone 10-24
home early Saturday morning from She and her husband performed nQ reason
buy stockg for specu_
LOBSTER Trap Stock for sale,
Plf-tilFkX PfFlIYlIrtFI
ness.
Sheffield.
north of The Drive-In Theatre. E ! I! rlCTUre Tramlng
Camp Atterbury, Ind.. after com- emergency operations under their
H<X)vcr select{!d
his See
St. George Juvenile Grange hi
A WOTTON. Tel 13884M after ‘
pletlng his term of duty with the favorite apple tree ( the cleanest retary
Treasury Andrew Mel- j Mrs. Edna McKinley, March of amended their by-laws so that riu
6 p. m.
17*22 ‘
LOUDVILLE
spot in Crossnore ) and in brokenarmed forces.
»pot
ot America's richest and Dimes chairman for Union, reports may hold one meeting a mont
EARLY cut good quality baled
Joseph Gifford of Round Pond
down mountain shacks were rela brainiesl men. "Big Business" con- $370.56 for the recent campaign, that being the first Friday in eaz
Hay for sale. NEIL RUSSELL
100'c Attendance
visited his parents. Mr. and Mrs.
lltf
tives, chickens, and dogs watched trolled the Hoover Administration, oi this amount. 511860 came from month. The chUdren enjoyed tl
Tel. 408
Saturday night members of the
Charles Gifford, one day this week
curiously. She struggled with
COMPRESSOR for sale, garage
The sad truth is that the present .nitial gifts, clubs and lodges; HJl picture slides shown by their gue
Sunday
School
with
their
teachers
model in excellent condition. 4
The Mission boat “Sunbeam" was
mountain superstitions and illiter- period of prosperity has not been from the coin boxes; 161.75 'was during the program put on by Le.
and the pastor, Rev C. W Small
cubic feet. Call BICKNELL Mfg j
ln our harbor last Sunday and Rev. i of Rockport as a special guest, en- ac> and single-handedly coerced, buUl upon honest worit and savings. given by the school children, and turer Boiuiie Lea Gregory.
Co . 360
155-tf
tho town
town
.
Neal D. Bousfield assisted by Rev.
beguiled onri
and throotonorl
threatened the
CROSS
Special thanks goes to Dar,
It has been built on borrowed contribution amounting to $184 was
Joyed a Valentine suirper. It was
ATTENTION FISHERMEN!
Lewis Kruzer of the Mission staff, j
into becoming "education con money, much of which has been i received from the March of Dunes Thomas. Gloria Hill and
I
82 Limerock SL
TEL
Trap Stork, largest supply In !TEE.
served in tiie church dining room
Kockland, Me.
1139
1335
held
a service
at our island
church
1! 'and several, of. the
' mothers
..
... scious.
” The one room schoolhouse spent
.
w-rn
mia
..j
Maine INDEPENDENT LOBSTER
Skoglund for the clean up wo
_
,
,,
...
,,
assisted
.
on
useless
war.
in
1914, cards.
25-Th-tf
OOMPANY. Rockland Tel. 303
Several here are ill with the
became a two—and then a four,
when World War I started, our
supt. Harold Wiggin and wife they did in the kitchen after Ul ln serving.
129tf i
grippe or with bad colds.
„„ Je6S Uiail 2 bu. h>ve been ,n AOanU Qa a,.erid. supper.
I Tables were attractively decorat- room building. Still she worked ai NaUona]
’
ALTERATIONS and Repair Work
it—playing
officer,
h)g g gehool conference
.
,, ,
.truant
------------- jailing
— Uon do„ars Today u „ OTcr
Mr. and Mrs Cecil Prior and, J
TO LET
done at the Mend-It Shop. 102 son
John were business callers at <
with
a‘ld ?a> Va^nt
parents who forced their children
The decline of a nation sets
__________ _____________________ Union Sl . Grove St. entrance Tel
billion doUars.
| Wayne Cunningham, son ol Mr.
place cards. There were also favors
WQrk raJ5lng money
I HAVE anice Rent, with bath.1683 EVA AMES_____________ 19*24 Waldoboro last Wednesday.
getting
(be RepUt>iicans wiU continue aud Mrs. Carl Cunningham, was when the incentive and ability
J in the form of small cups contain- teachere Today
to let Fine location. If interest- : Man wanted to work on poultry ■
■ —
=
SOTie^ forty years ,hc jYinnan finance, they probably recently operated for appendicitis its people to work and produce b«
ing nuts and candy hearts. Those ,a(cr.
' school has one of
ed. call at 21 KNOX ST.. Thomas- : (arm.
Applv In Person, to I, B
comes stagnant.
LOST
AND
FOUND
who hod 100% attendance during lhe Wghest standin?s and mo6t can keep the balloon inflated a few : at Knox Hospitalton
21-23 : ROKES and SON, Cobb Road.
years
more
If,
however,
they
start
'
Mrs.
Aubyne
Hawes
entertains
~FURNISHED Apartment to let.! Camden._____________________ 17tf
ONE 1961 chrome Henry J Hub I the mon,h of January werc wa,cd modern plants in the countrySTATE OF MAINE
to operate in an honest way as did at a pubUc card party Saturday Knox, ss.
Bedroom-living room combination,
Superior Couf
Cap in Rockland or vicinity. Find- at one table and their place cards SQme twenty.flve buiWings in all."
President
Hoover
and
Andrew
MelJ
evenmg.
Feb.
21.
for
benefit
of
kitchen and bath. Newly deco
TO
THE
HONORABIE JUSTK
EXCL1 SITE DEALERSHIP
H
Livmx. notify
iivtut
vv xva.
. x-zx-iz ii xfAuv : ctttu.vLVf
„i,;ip
er please
WM
MeLELLAN
attested iu
to wiv
the inti.
fact. Fviiuwiii^
Following '
rated Electric stove and refrig
at The Courier-Gazette office. Tel ! [S
list of iOOriers: Joyce Farm° S p f ght agalnst chlld Ion—by reducing the debt, dis- seven Tree Grange.
OF THE SUPERIOR COURT, tie
OPPORTUNITY
erator South end location. CALL
to be held at Rockland. County I
marriages, going right into the Urging government employees
22*23
770
Reward.
Riplev-Mayhew
FOR
DURO
ALUMINUM
er. Nancy Lofman. Judy Gray. backwooda cabinfi tQ confronl thf
1315-M.
20-22
Knox and State of Maine, on ti'
A 4 season factory to home
and
urging
economy,
stocks
wUl
EARRING lost between La’S Martha Salminen. Sandra Rvtkv.
„.,,b ,b„ ... ,
Vemon Ripley and Thelma May- first Tuesday of May, 1953
LARGE Furnished Room, well
owner service
Knox Beauty Shop and the First
Lermond Kelth Crockett ?
?
f *V 1 surely have a bad fall.
Dorethy A Peak of Rocklaii
heated to let. CaU at 100 UNION
, haw were united in marriage Feb
National Store, Tuesday Reward [ Norma Lermond. Keith Crockett,
practjce she waged a one1. The new Duro Aluminum
ST
20*22
Combination
Windows —
LIZETTE EMERY. 10 School St | Linwood Thorndike. Bobby Oarri- woman battle against the moon Making Money in the Stock Market 7 M (he Con(5Tega.lonal Church. , County of Knox and State
Successful brokers are, by naturt, Srying MasSi by Rev. Walter Maine, being the wife of Jam
Screens and Doors. All ex
FOUR-Room
downstairs Apt.
22-24 i Son. Tommy Rytky, Richard SalmlJ
Peak, respectfully reprenen
shiners. tracking down the stills, bullish. Tliey must, try to get you giackman of Ervlng
truded — welded mitres —
for rent, complete bath, livingMr Ripley that he was lawfully inarfiMt I
HUB Cap lost from Henry J | nen. Joanne Pryor. Donald Hama- I
removable screens — no
with a very reluctanf sheriff, and to buy stocks. I. however, suggest,
room heater with oil burner in
gon
p
j
Mr
M
rs
Bernard
setian. Finder please call WM iaincn. Willfam Rytky. Amy Crockthe said Jarnos J Peak at fVT*a?
springs — priced for vol
stalled, kitchen combination range
MbLellan at 770, city.
21*23 i
. j seeing to lt that they were des you ask your broker these two
0{ Appleton and grand County of Waldo and State
ume.
ett. Mar)' Dinsmore, Gertrude
with oU and elec., water on meter,
troyed publicly ln
Crossnore's sunplc queaUon8.
.Maine on September 30. 1946; th
LADY Elgin Wrist Watch lost
$750 per week. Adults only. Ref 2. Lifetime Duro Aluminum
nephew of Mrs. Inez Creighton of j they lived together as huobat
between Van Baalens and 375 Dinsmore, Florence Rytky and main street. She campaigned up
Awnings — Shutters and
erences required. CALL 1283-W
(1)
Are
stocks
cheap
today?
j
Un
j
on
^rs.
Ripley
is
the
daughand wife until November 21. 194
Broadway
Finder please notify j Sally Pryor
Door Hoods. Often termed
and down the state for better
during day and 291-W after 6 p. m
(2) Will they some day sell 100 tej. o{ Mr an<j Mrs. Raymond that vour Libellant haa resided
HELEN KORPINEN, 375 Broad- 5 One
_______
____
America's most beautiful al
15tf
disapjiointing
part was that' mountain roads so that the farm
points below present quotations?
Mayhew of Ervjng. Mass Mr and the State of Maine for more tin
wav pr Tel 816-J
20’22 RUhard wa7upabl’e
,ttend the
uminum awnings.
let
FURNISHED
Apts
to
ers could get their produce to lowNO INVESTMENT — ONLY A
$fost
brokers
are
honest,
even
RlpJey have returned from a one year prior to date hereof; til
JOHNSON. Ill Pleasant St
supper due to illness.
TOP NOTCH SALES ORGANI
country markets. She built Cross- when wearing rosy glasses. Get a short wedding lrip and will live in vour Libellant lias always co
MISCELLANEOUS
14Stf ZER WILL BF. CONSIDERED
ducted lier.-elf towards her sa
Following supper there was sing- , nore’s Presbyterian Church, prac- ,.YeS" or "No' answer—then use ap aparUnent
the Cunningham husband as a faithful, true ai
Apply in person — Duro
FOUR-Room Apt with bath to:
FOR EXPECTANT
ing
and
Bible
drill
held
in
thc
j
tically
with
her
own
two
hands,
your Judgment.
Aluminum
let. Hot water; 34 Fulton St
building.
Mr. Ripley was dis- affectionate wife; that the sa
MOTHERS ONLY
vestry
brought home economics experts
u * entlrely
thal the
~
anrpd
] Llbcllee being unmindful of F,
Rear of Ford Garage
TEL. 1379-R.________________ lltf
If
you
guess
exact
day
of
arrival,
Gardiner. Maine
The newly-formed Young Peo- back Into the hills ln an attempt slock markf, win
higher; but Novetntx>r and returned Irom Ja- marriage wws and obligations h
UNFURN 4-room heated Apt
you
will
receive
free
a
baby
auto
22-23
Ix-en guilty of cruel and abusi
to let. thermostatic oontrol, elec
seat. Register now at MEREDITH pie's Class is growing each Sunday to divorce the women from their thig possibility does not Interest |
„
having been sta- treatment toward* your said Lit*
kitchen range, elec, refrig . hot and :
FURNITURE OO.. Rookland
| |„ members. Mrs. Evelyn Brown crude cooking methods, reining- me. Based on all previous history. J ' ther£ fQr'
Hc lant; further that the said Llbell
cold water, flush, $8 per week;
OIL burners, cleaned. THE FIX6tf 1 is the teacher.
! orated the weaving trade, started j know slocks
some day sell1
4 Rankin 8t., over Carr’s Store it SHOP. 138 Camden St Tel
is now employed for Robert Heald lias been guilty of utter desert !■
SerricT,mdX^r^rito orcSn; J7lte’rrn81SrdB;
h“ Th «
T*’,
m “re 10°' ”
Best wishes go to thia couple from j continued for more than thr j
TEL 25 after 6 p. m. or before j 1091-W
consecutive
8 30 p. m.
Itf
WANTED To buy discarded or 258 Water St., Augusta, Tel. 3770 or! been oue *arSel>r to the efforts the a hospital and a school Infirmary. j.m putting my hard-earned sav- the community.
! hereof; that
FIVE-Room downstairs Apt. to . broker. Bicycles. Tricycles. RAYE'S Rockland Rep., John C. Benson, i past few months of the energetic To catalogue her accomplishments jngs ln th(, jjqpfc waiting such a
i James J. Peak
let. TEL. 213-M
Itf CRAFT SHOP. Prescott St. 19*24 376 Broadway, Rockland, 'PEL j new secretary, Mrs Keith Crockett | is a difficult task. In this modern ' ,ime gghat money I have made has
To learn typing, plenty ol prac- ! Libellant and
FURNISHED and Unfurn. Apts , IRON. Steel Meta:. Rags and : S38~w
18nd our pianist, Mrs. Glenice I age of intricate, co-operative ur-1 been through Patience. Who was tice Is necessary and also, plenty by reasonable diligence; that the’
is no collusion between vour LUx
W 8SN«JS.«.SSS** “"2
w*'“”
toucb lant and the said IJbellee to o
~R>NTVTNri Manhtoe and Polisher
123-W
98tf ! =:rwali
1(WH j ports so many of the children from , imagine one woman s being respon- Never Losers".
—Roger Babson, typing, newsprint will serve tne I tain a divorce.
sanding Macnine ana turner |
------ 1
..........
that village, many times making stole for the development of an
WHEREFORE she prays that i
-----------------purpose excellently and economlto let Also a Wall Paper Steamer
DONT discard your old or
divorce may be decreed betwe
entire region. Yet that is what
Inquire at SEA COAST PAINT antique furniture Call. H. JOHN
SOUTH HOPE
caDy For sale at The Courier-Oa- | her and the said James J. Pe
REAL
ESTATE
CO. 440 Main St
Itf | NEWMAN for restoring and reNorth Carolineans claim for Doc
Mrs. Ruby Woodbury has joined ; zette, 15 cents a package.
1*60 lor the causes above set forth.
Tel
5
THOMASTON
REAL ESTATE
ONE and 2-room Furnished Apts finishing; 48 Masonic St
tor Sloop.
Dated February 9. 1963.
her husband in Connecticut.
Itf
1106-V
North End: Attractive 6-room
to let on Willow St TEL 939 or
DOROTHY
Business Block
Recently ill with the flu were Mr
lOltf .CTVWWVVVWWWVWW House with new floor furnace, lo- J
1219
State
of Maine
extra
trips
with
her
car
for
that
:
and
nl
s
.
Maynard
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Mrs. Chester Peterson has returned to North Easton, Mass., alter visiting her mother. Mrs Cora
—
Nash, and sister, Mrs. George
Coombs.
Miss Marion Stetson of Newcastle was at Mrs Rena Crowell,

The United States Civil Service
Commission announces an examlnaton for probaUonal appointment
....
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clerk
at the —
Warren
Post Office
The rate ol pay is
an hour for substitutes. Increases are given according to
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Wake Up
To More Comfort

Bronchial
Coughs!

Tuttday-Thursday-Saturday

Thomaston Staging Irish Minstrel Ball

THOMASTON

ROCKPORT
MRS KENNETH WENTWORTH
Correspondent
Telephone Camden 2483
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Lloyd Miller, who has been em- j J. B Pearson Co and surprises
ployed at the Bell Telephone Co.. I were brought by Jackie Harjula.
New Jersey, has been spending a , and Betty Townsend. The table
week with Mr. and Mrs. William decorations were for Valentine’s
Daggett and has returned to Tufts J and sandwiches, fancy cookies.
College.
decorated tea cakes, and fruit
World’s Day of Prayer will be i P^ch were served. A program
observed Friday, 2 30. p. m. at the 5 consisting of songs and games were
Prizes were won by
played.
Jtoderated Church.
Hazen Cook Is in Boston, taking Brenda Miller and Oeraldlne
an Instructors' Course In the Sea Roberts A Valentine box was also
Bee Outfit at the Fargo Building . enjoyed. The young ladies atBoston.
I tending were: Barbara Davis, SanThe Thomaston Extension Asso- | dra Richards, Andrea Staples,
elation met Wednesday for an in- i
Shesler. Geraldine Roberts,
terestlng class in “Candy Making” I Brenda Miller. Jacqueline Harjula.
conducted by Mrs. Marion Grafton t derrV Townsend. JU1 Feyler. Susan
and Mrs. Doris Spear. Dinner was j Clark. Jean Stone. Vera Cullen.
served by Mrs. Vinnle Benner and Judy Anderson, Donna Prescott.
Susan Chase and Lista Robinson.
Mrs. Sibyl Mills.
The Brownies Scout Troop No Mrs. Staples provided transporta2 are now holding their meeting? '
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Manger Notes

Famous Boston Hotel Serves Docking Queen Mary Makes
Everything—Broiled Tripe
Mrs. Gilchrist Think
To Super Sirloins
Of Other Ship

Broiled tripe is the favorite dish
The Rockport Junior High <“Biue
Delvils") boys' basketball team will of one of the five Massachusetts
play the Owl’s Head team Thurs Superior Court Judges who for the
past several years have lunched at
day afternoon at Rockport
A wood chopping bee -was held the Manger Hotel. Boston, dally.
Sunday by the men of Simonton's This Justice orders broiled tripe
Corner for Mrs Louise Melvin At every day but Friday when he
noon they were joined by their settles for an opened sardine sand
families at the Simonton's Corner wich.
•• • •
Community Hall, where a scallop
Souvenir
collecting
by guests of
stew dinner, made by Ceeti Annls.
was served. The ladies furnished such items as ash trays and towels
the oesesrt
i -s Something that all hotels have to
Dr Anna Pinkham of Waltham contend with. But what has Chief
Mass., was a visitor Monday of I Engineer Henry Palmiere of the
Boston Manger puzzled, is the
Mrs. Etta Thurston.
shower nozzle which disappeared.
Masons Inspected
St Paul’s Lodge held their in The question is not where the
spection Monday evening with 23 nozzle went but where did the
members and 14 guests present A guest get the stilson ggench that
d Ktingplshed guest present was was required to remove the nozzle 7
•• « •
D.D.G.M. William A. Hartshorn of
Forty-four
members
of the Mas
the Eighth Masonic District. The
Inspecting officer was Rt. Wor sachusetts General Court reside at
Fred | rick Amborn, DD.Oit of the Manger Hotel when the Legis
the Seventh Masonic District. lature Is In session.

Top—Kingly candidates from among the High School students at Thomaston are Leroy Fetteroli, RonUon and fireman and telephone aid Anderson, Dana Putnam and Gerald Chadwick. In the rear rank arc Richard MacFarland. Dennis Sawattendant were Philip Ferhald ver, Douglas Miller and Gerald Anderson. One of these will be chosen Friday night to reign as king over
‘he Irish Ball at Watts Ilall.
ana tiajton biapies.
Below—From among these eight lovelies will be chosen the queen of the Irish ball to be held at
Engagement Announced
Watts Hall. Thomaston, Friday, by the students of the high school. From left to right, front, are Gwen
Mr. and Mrs D. Morton Swift Sawyer, Sandra Putnam. Margaret Butler and Gwendolyn Thornton. In the rear appear. Joanne Edwards.
Jean Olson. Jeanine Spaulding and Janice Putnam.
There was work in the Entered Ap
of Sharon. Mass., announce the

Recalls Red Jacket

When I read In the press within
a few days that an English cap
tain had dramatically docked the
Queen Mary without aid of pilot
or tug boats in New York. It re
minded me of the first voyage of
the Red Jacket and the way Capt.
Asa Eldredge brought her up to a
Liverpool dock with all sails set
amid the shouts and hurrahs of
the people who had gathered to
see ber come in. This morning, I
thought that might make a timely
story as it happened approximately
100 years ago.
The Red Jacket
was launched in November, 1853,
in Rockland, but made this voyage
in January, 1854.
Capt. Eldredge. a Cape Cod boy.
was one of the ablest of the clip
per ship captains. The arrival of
the Red Jacket created much ex
citement in Liverpool. Her arrival
was dramatic. At least a day be
fore she was expected by her great
est admirers, a steamer coming in
announced that she was just be
hind. A crown went to Point
Linus to greet her. Two tugs suc
ceeded in getting lines aboard her
but were unable to draw them
taut. The great ship swept on up
the Mersey with every stitch of
canvas drawing in the brisk north
west wind, fairly flying toward her
pier Then Capt. Eldredge accom
plished a feat not often attempted.
The Red Jacket came about, threw
her yards aback, and laid herself
up to the pierhead with a precision
that brought appreciative shouts
from the spectators.1’ This, as you
may remember, was tliat wonder
ful record voyage from New York
to Liverpool, a record which was
not equaled by steamships for a
generation after.
Mrs. Helen D Oilchrest, 116
Concord street, Portland. Me,
tformerly of Belfast).

after school at the Scout hall on
the comer of Wadsworth and Main
street.
Pythian Sisters will hold their
meeting Friday night. 730 There
Many of the country's top sports
prentice Degree.
Supper was
dfwill be a rehearsal for Installation engagement -of their daughter.
i figures who appear at the Boston
served
by
the
Masons.
Constance,
to
George
Andrew
after the meeting Refreshments
Garden enjoy the dining room of
Cooper, son of Mr. and Mrs Frank
Busy Bees Meet
will be served.
1 of the Manger Hotel where their
The West Side Busy Bees 4-H
James Thornton is a patient at H. Cooper of Belfast
Individual tastes are catered to.
Miss Swift attended Boston Uni
Club held a meeting Friday eve
Knox Hospital.
' Many a fighter has put away a
ning at the home of their leader.
Grace Chapter O.ES will hold versity after graduating from
' super-sirloin prepared by the Man
Mrs. Lillian Clough. The project
regular meeting Wednesday night. Sharon High School. Mr. Cooper
ger chef before entering the ring.
of making head scarves has been
Feb 25 at 7.30. The past matrons is a graduate of University of
•• • •
completed and they have now | Five employees of the Boston
and past patrons will fill the chairs ] Maine in the Class of 1951. and
started to make draw-string bag? Manger have been with the hotel
and conduct the meeting. Re served in the U. S Air Force. World
War II. Miss Swift Is a cousin
freshments after.
' since it opened its doors for the
Celebrate Birthday
There will be no house to house of Mrs Hollis Young and Miss
The Trv-To-Help Club met Mon first guests in August, 1930. Their
canvass for the Heart Fund drive Helen Duncan of Thomaston and
day evening at the home of Mrs. • combined service represents 115
in Thomaston. Anyone wishing Mr. Cooper is the brother of Mrs
Gladys Wilson with 14 members j years.
• ♦ • •
to contribute may do so by con Clayton Staples of Thomaston.
present.
tacting Mrs Lawrence Shesler
So-o-o Mrs Housewife, you think
Capping Exercises
Lunch was served and a birthday
or Mrs. C. W. Spear
cake was presented to Mrs Doro- , you have problems caring for a sixMr and Mrs Oscar Burton mo
Mrs. Henry Hastings has received tored to Portland Monday night
thy Mills and the birthday song room house? The 26 maids or. the
re letter from A le Henry E. Hast- I to attend the Capping Exercises at
was sung to her. The next meeting staff of the Manger Hotel, Boston.
ings. who Is now- stationed at Ger Maine Medical Center. Portland
will be held Monday evening. Feb are each responsible for the house
many
23. at the home of Mrs. Edith keeping of 19 rooms Each maid
Anita Burton, daughter of Mr
The PTA. will meet tonight, and Mrs Oscar Burton was one of
Overlock with each member bring makes up an average of 25 beos a
7.46 nt the High School auditori the students who received her cap
ing something for refreshments.
day. carpet sweeps enough rugs to
um. The Pine Cone Troop of
cover a large-sized ballroom, and
P.T..A. Meets
Thomaston will be present at the
A meeting of the Parent Teach- du*ts close
8 flfth of a “lie of
Thomaston High School is rush- from among the girl students, as other specialties being imported
turned over to the maid who found
meeting In a group. They will
ers’ Association was held Monday j moulding
mg
the
season
somewhat.
They
well
as
two
young
men.
Compei
from
the
neighboring
towms.
Almon
them.
CAMDEN
render a song. “Girl Scouts Are
cannot wait until St. Patrick's Day tltlon Is keen and the winning Cooper of Rockland is the stage evening at the High School butter
MRS
KENNETH
HERRICK
When
the
Manger
Hotel,
in
Bos

We” After the program refresh
ing. A business meeting was held
to have an Irish party, so tonight, couple will be recipients of suitable manager.
The Manger Hotel, next door to
Correspondent
ton, enjoys a capacity house, more
ments will be served by the Girl
Thursday, they will present an awards.
' Proceeds of the party will be and a committee dominated to In
the Boston Garden. Is the Hub
Telephone 2197
than
1200
sheets
are
used
to
make
Scouts under supervision of Mrs.
Irish minstrel show at Watts Hall.
Clyde Hatch, the principal, has used to help the Senior class make vestlgate the possibilities of a
City’s newest hotel. It was opened
Leah Brooks The table decora
to be followed Friday night by an muchconfidence in the committee their planned trip to Washington Youth Center
The committee up the beds, according to Execu- * in 1930 and offers radio and pri
tions will be red, white and blue
There will be a Masonic Assem- Irish ball, when a king and queen arranging the show and assures and the Shenandoah Valley of elected to serve were: Bill Judkins ttve housekeeper. Mis Ida Spencer. vate bath with each of Its 500
to keeping with Washington's I ly tonight. Feb. 19. at the Masonic will be chosen to reign over the those turning out will find it well Virginia, tile first time in many1 Mrs Rita Norwood and Mr and
On an average day in the 500- spacious looms.
birthday. A feature of the re-I Hall with the following committee: featlval.
worth their attendance. Chorus, years that a group from Thomas- Mrs Fred Sutherland. They wil! room Manger Hotel. Boston. 1500
freshmer.ts will be a large cake Mr. and Mrs. Raymond DrinkEach of the four classes In High endmen and some of the specialties ton will go that far away on the report at the next meeting.
towels are changed and more than
deedirated with the emblem of the i water. Mr. and Mrs. Willis Either School will enter two candidates will come from the student body.! annual Easter vacation trip
ARTESIAN WELLS
it wa.s voted to contact the Port’’1 Girl Scouts, pre ented by Mrs. and Mr and Mrs. Lawrence Hop ________________________________________________________ ______________—-------------------------------------- land Little Theatre group for a 1500 cakes of soap are distributed
LEWIS
HEREERT & SON
Feryl Robinson
kins.
rrain rolled on to Pittsfield with- definite date to present the proGuests at Boston's Manger Hotel
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Fred
Bickford
who
DRILLERS
SINCE 1912
Stable
Price
Level
Lost
Its
Spark
duction of “Pinocchio*’ in Rock- leave behind an array of personal
Get Acquainted Shower
■ out them.
have recently returned frornjlorlIslesboro
Tel. Dark
3
port.
|
belongings
ranging
from
tooth
A miscellaneous shower was da are occupying an apartment on
55 If
Mrs. josclyn Christie, a remedial! brushes to billfolds containing subSuncook Railroad Can’t Run
Price
Drops
Followed
By
given Mrs Joyce Watts, recently
Simpson Cited
Washington street.
reading teacher in the schools of stantial amounts of money, accord
at her home on the New County
Because It Has No
Inflation Cited As Evils
Ladles of the GAR will meet at
Camden, gave a very interesting ing to Mis Ida Spencer. Executive
road It was given by 22 neighbors
Engine
FRIDAY-SATURDAY
The Sane Course
the Meguntlcook Grange Hall Fri
Thomaston Veteran Is talk on that subject. Discussion Housekeeper. Such items are held
so that Mrs Watts might get ac
day night. A picnic supper will be
2.00-6.30-8.30
The Interstate Commerce Com
for 90 days and If not claimed, are
followed
A stable price level should be one
Awarded Bronze Medal
quainted with her new neighbors
served at 6 p. m.
mer.vvo«cc-y»r>vAyo90vox->MM«oen«v«wx«oo>:c-nswMMHtasiOM*
as she came here from England Just
Refreshments
were
served
by
the
For Valor In Korea
Mrs. George Parker, worthy ma of the main goals ol the Elsen mission has been put deep in a
a short time ago Mrs. Watts re
West Side members with Mrs. Rita
FABULOUS BEYOND BELIEF!'
tron of the Seaside Chapter. OES. hower Administration says Dr. quandary by a little New Hamp
HERE SHE IS ! !
Technical Sergeant Pau! L. Norwood In charge.
ceived many nice gifts. Games
has announced that plans are made Charles F. Phillips. President of shire Railroad that has lost its te
The Most Talked About Woman
The First Great Story oi the Lost
Simpson of Thomaston has been
were enjoyed during the evening.
The next meeting will be held
In The World . . .
for a past matrons and patrons gates college. He spoke before the comotive and can’t tell where to
Monday
evening.
March
23
awarded
the
Bronze
Star
medal
World at the Bottom ot the Sea!
Brownies’ Valentine Party
night Feb. 23. at 730 o'clock, with Women’s Portland Club.
find one.
MARIYLN MONROE
for
meritorious
service
In
Korea.
A Valentine Party wa^ held at Mrs. Clarence Mitchell as presiding
“The experiences of the past 28
The railroad the 25-mile Sun- , accor(jjng t0 ari Army news dis
the Scout Hall Friday afternoon I past matron,
,
,,, _ . vears with unstable price levels rook Valley—went out of business patch released from the 136th' LINES BY SOGLOW
Naomi
Sewing
Circle
will
meet
■
.
*
for Brownie Scouts Troop 2. Mrs
should have convinced most of us, in mid-December and lt Is now up Communications Security Squad- I
^tlnyton Staples. Mrs Robprt Stone, at the I.O.O.F hall Friday night
said Dr. Phillips, ’"that both rising to the DOC to decide whether it
and Mrs Richard Feyler were hos at 730. Mrs. Gertrude Fogg will
and falling price levels are evils. must resume operations.
A portion of the official release |
tesses On the refreshment com be the hostess.
But the commission—which has follows:
"For example, we remember that
The Friday Club met at the
mittee were the leader. Miss Gladys
from 1929 to 1932 prices fell rap taken as long as 466 days to de
"Awarded the Bronze Star Medal
Doherty. Mrs Arthur Anderson, I home of Mrs. A. V. Elmore Feb. 13.
idly. dropping over 30 per cent in cide on urgent railroad matters— for meritorious service in connec
Mrs. Lucy Staples. Mrs. Charles The meeting of Friday. Feb. 20. will
these three years. As prices fell, might as well let this one go on tion with military operations
Prescott. Mrs. Lawrence Shesler. be omitted due to the Woman's profits disappeared, businessmen forever.
against an enemy as Communica
Mrs Robert Stone. Mrs Richard World Day of Prayer The meeting
If it says no. the railroad doesn't tions Operations Supervisor and
and farmers were forced into
Feyler. Tables were loaned by of Feb. 27 will be held at the home
bankruptcy, and the unemploy have to resume—lt won't.
Non - Commissioned
Officer - inof Mrs. Lloyd Sykes
If it says yea. it must—lt can't,
ment lines grdw longer Certainly
Cliarge, of Section No 1 of De
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Clements of
The tiny line had run between tachment 6. 136th Communications
we do not want a return to auch
Lincolnville have purchased the
Among The Many
A ear's no good without gas to make
Concord and Pittsfield for 85 Security Squadron.
conditions."
Buford Sleeper residence on L'meit go! A dream’s no good without
The Bates
College President years—the last 10 in the red—when
The
medal
was
presented
to
rock street and will move there
pointed out that following 1932 we it petitioned the IOC and the State gcr?earit simpron by Colonel Willis ! swell day to get started on those
soon.
Public Utilities Commission for B Sawyer. Commanding Officer dreams of yours. Rave for those
•Hire.a to an mrt.Honorv
shifted
Inflationary nrnorom
program P.AIic
Church News
AT
Involving huge government ex permission to suspend operations 6920th Security Group on Jan. 7. dreams with United Stales Defense
At the First Congregational penditures, with an unbalanced and take up the tracks for scrap
MARILYN MONROE
Bonds. Join the PajToll Savings Plan
1953
HASKELL &
Church, E Roy Burchell. minister,
AND
budget. As a result, prices have But a number of manufacturing
Sergeant Simpson entered mili where yon work. Every payday have
Thursday, Feb. 19. at 6.30 p m. doubled since the mid-thirties.
your employer set aside some of your
plants objected.
CORTHELL
NIAGARA
tary service June 24. 1947 at Rock
Junior Choir rehearsal; at 7.15
monex to buy Defense Bonds for you.
On Dec 16. General Manager land. Maine
“But inflation also brought hardAND
CAMDEN. MAINE
He is now assigned They’re more profitable than ever.
p. m. Senior Choir rehearsal Fri
ships,
”
he
said.
“
In
that
the
InEdmond
J.
Stapleton
reported
$9
07
Bt
Brooks
Air
Force
Base.
Texas
Now
you get an interest rate of three
TECHNICOLOR
Boy’s Bass Ski Boots
$735
day, Feb. 20, at 2 p. m. World Day
comes of millions of people did not In the treasury. At the same time prior to his present assignment, he i percent compounded semi-annually
Men'* A Women’s Bass Ski
of Prayer service held In the keep up with rising prices. More- ' the road’s 20 employees wereowed serve(j jn the Korean Theatre.
when held to maturity. Invest in DeBoots
$8.95
Church
Sanctuary;
Sunday.
Feb
Reg. $12.95 Value
over. the higher prices reduced the two weeks' pay and a $2000 Install
In addition to the Bronze Star :
Bon,,s "rularly. Remember-H'lOHUTTlE
22. at 9.15 a. m. Church Sunday purchasing power of our life in ment on its only locomotive was Mcdal. Sergeant Simpson has I ^ey re now even BETTER!
All Other Bass Ski Boots At
ItatndttnMfkm
School;
at
10.30
a
m„
Morning
20*7 Discount
surance policies, our annuities, and overdue.
been awarded the Korean Service
©
Worship; First Sunday in Lent, the cash in our pockets and in the
Mr. Stapleton refused freight de Medal, with two Bronze Service
Take time to be friendly—it's the
JUST RECEIVED
sermon topic,
“This Offensive
Shipment of Boy's Gabardine
liveries and closed shop. The state Stars and the United Nations highway to real happiness.
bank.”
Ski Pants and Jackets
Cross "
Plus Featurette
Since both rising and failing pri commission upheld his decision Service Medal
.
Sizes 6 to 16
A nursery school is conducted In
There's many a self made man
ces bring hardships, what we need and the freight question Is now to , Sergeant Simpson is a former
[$5.95 Ridge Top Sklis, Now $1.49^ the Parish House during the in the years ahead Is a fairly sta- the hands of the ICC.
M-G-M presents the inside
student of the Thomaston High j who hasn't satisfied anyone but
nstae
cjjurch hour for the convenience of
continued Dr
______ to ___
Other Ski Values 550.00
Meanwhile the General Electric ______
gchool. _
He _
is married
Miss himself.
story
of
the
world's
Now 20T Discount
parents of small children who may phJUp6 He emphasized that to Company had repossessed the to- , Carolyn Huskamp. daughter of Mr
greatest fraud!
Ail Ski Poles and Bindings
wish to attend church
reach this goal there are two basic comotive
, anri jjj-g william Huskamp. ClcarAt 20*7 Discount
At 5 50 p. m Pilgrim Fellowship requlrenM,nU;
The railroad's bad luck continued water r.a
Mrs simpson and
meets to a Union Service with the
Children’s Toboggans
First, a balanced budget. Espe- through Its last run on Dec. 16. , daughter. Ccoelia reside at 205
r
Now $335 j other young people of Camden at ciaUy
an important require- The journey from Concord to Ep- Grand Central avenue. Tantpa ? WALDOBORO—TEL. 100
Children's Storm Coats
the Baptist Church.
ment during periods of fu
full em- j som was without Incident, but while Fia »
every Evening at 8.O0. Matinees
Age 5 to 12. Blue. Green. Brown)
Wednesday. Feb. 25. A' 10 a m, pioynient and good business.
Saturday at 2.00. Sunday at Mt
the train was pulling out of the
He is the ton of Mrs Ada o
$935 Values. Now 57.90
Ladies Circle meets at the Parish
Second, appropriate credit and Epsom station the last two cars Simpson of Thomaston.
TODAY-FRIDAY
$12.95 Values. Now $836
House; 7.30 p. m. Lenten Vespe. ,ax progTanlg Specifically, he sug- Jumped the tracks.
FEBRUARY* 19-20
Children’s Knit Gloves
SEVEN TOP STARS NARRATE THE STORY
Service: Meditation. Judas, the festf,ri taat
mUst curtail and
The engineer and brakeman
The well of true wit is truth It
Broderick Crawford, Claire
Reduced to 29c and 39c
OF THE WORLD S GREATEST FRAUD!
Disillusioned
Disciple
Trevor
in
Increase
taxes
during
prosperous
quickly
uncoupled
the
cars
and
the
self.
Buy 2 Pair At This Price
“STOP. YOU’RE KILLING ME"
The church is open each day timea; and> When business Is slack.
I Children's Rubber Pars
during the week to anyone for credit must be expanded and taxes 1
In Warnercolor
STARTS SUNDAY
Now $53
TOMORROW-SATURDAY
Camden Theatre
prayer and meditation.
“Enter, reduced.
Two Big Days
SATURDAY ONLY’
“IVANHOE”
Re6t and Pray.’’
“For years we have known thei
Sundays St 330-AM-8.30 P. M.
FEBRUARY 21
BETTY GRABLE
Weekdays 2.O0-6.M-A3O P. M.
Stepe which will lead toward more
Ronald Reagan. Rhonda Firm
TODAY 1.30-730 P. M.
Dan Dailey. Mitri Gaynor
Saturdays 4.00-6.30-8.45 P. M.
stable price*. However, to date, we
ing. Estellta In
Social Dance
have lacked the willingness to take
"TROPIC
ZONE"
LAST SHOWING TODAY'
"TEA FOR TWO”
“MY BLUE HEAVEN”
SOUTH THOMASTON
In Technicolor
three steps. It remains to be seen.”
The Story That Took 7 Years A Gay Terhnleolor Muxieal Plus
ORANGE HALL
: he concluded, “If the Eisenhower'
"DALLAS”
To Reach Ito Rtunning Climax:
SUNDAY-MONDAY'
Exciting Tim Holt Hit!
| Administration has the political

SPECIALS

ROBERT RYAN
MALA POWERS
ANTHONY GUINN
SUZAN BALL

!WALDO theatre

Saturday Feb. 21
Under

courage

New Management and
New Music
Donation 50c
Everyone Welcome

promises

to

fulfill

its

and stabilise

campaign

the

price

level.
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Advertise in Th* Courier-Oozerte

(OBNEL WILDE
Every Mora He Made Berame
Part Of The Fabulous Adven

tore Known

As . ■ .

“OPERATION SECRET”

“PISTOL HARVEST”
Also 3rd Exciting Chapter Ot

“BLACKHAWK"
23-1$

FEBRUARY 22-23
Marilyn Monroe, Jean Pi
Joseph C-otten In
“NIAGARA"
In Technicolor

A THE

►

22-lt

Knox©
—

Six

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday

ftocuarm Cuurier-Oazette, fnursday, Kbruary iy, iy5J
The MacDonald and Pilgrim
classes of the First Baptist Church
are meeting Friday night at 6J0 In
the upstairs parior for a covered
dish cupper and prograc

Social Matters

DAR Candidate

As Career

Miss Barbara Sawyer

Miss Barbara Sawyer has been
selected by the senior class and
faculty of St. George High School
as the school’s candidate for the
D_A.R. Good Citizen award.
Miss Sawyer Is the daughter of
Rev. and Mrs. John Sawyer of
Martinsville, and has taken a
leading part in school activities
during her four years in the Ten
ants Harbor school.
Her activities include the class
presidency in her Junior year, and
a membership in the Student
Council her freshman and senior
years.
Barbara was the head drum ma
jorette of the St. George High
Band for three years and took part
in the junior and senior plays. At
present, she is editor-in-chief of
the yearbook. The Harborlight.

The Holly Tree

Tips on Touring

THORNDIKE HOTEL

GALA DINNER PARTY

HEART FUND BALL

FOR
RESERVATIONS

TELEPHONE
1485
19-lt .

MMWYO!

IORDAN and GRANT |
MARKET
j
745 Main Street

Tel. 17

Boneless Lean
Western Beef

POT ROAST

OVEN ROAST

Rockland, Maine £

Boneless

Western

49c lb

Heavy

59c lb

Beef

39c lb

BACON Fancy Sliced

65c lb

PORTERHOUSE STEAK
HADDOCK

Skinless

SIM'S LOBSTERS

Frozen

45c lb

2 for $1.00

FRESH CHICKEN LIVERS

The Virginia world opened sleepy,
surprised eyes to find snow spark
ling white beneath a cloudless sky.
"Twas then memory found a pic
ture that will never fade. A holly
tree with its dense tangle of thick
short twigs and stiff foliage had
caught innumerable puffs of cling
ing white. Bright red berries,
rich green leaves, pure white snow
and deep blue sky; strong colors
Intermixed with bold strokes. The
melting snow wetted leaves and
berries making them glisten in the
Dixie sunlight. Red. white, green:
white, green, red—up aad up ln a
towering mass of resplendent tri
color like a 40-foot bouquet, against
a foil of blue.
! Man has noted the beauty of the
holly since earliest time, says the
National Wildlife Federation, as
evidenced in songs, poems and folk
tales. The spirits of old supersti
tions, of gnomes and wood sprites
hangs among its twisted branches.
It brings dreams of happy Christ
mases. Holly hanging came from
the old Roman Festival of Saturn
j or from the Teutonic practice of
hanging evergreen as refuge for syl
van spirits. In parts of England it
Is considered unlucky to bring in
holly before Christmas eve. By
Darbyshlre tradition the husband
or wife will rule, depending on
I whether the holly brought in has
1 rough leaves or smooth.
American holly is much like the
European species. It grows in moist,
sunny places from east Texas to
New Jersey, and north along the
coast to Cape Cod, Mass. In Louis
iana It attains a height of 100 feet,
Advertise In The Oourier-Gazette with its stocky, rough gTa.v trunk
four feet in diameter. In Spring the
inconspicuous flowers of some trees
are all stamlnate, of the others, all
pistillate. Only the latter of course
WATCHES
will produce the 1-2 Inch berry like
REPAIRED
fruits. Lustrous evergreen leaves,
bright berries and pyramidal crown
make it a fine shade or ornamen
tal tree, particularly near the coast
where it Is resistant to salt spray.
Europeans make hedges of It.
Holly wood is white, hard, tough
uniform and stains well. It Is used
for artificial ebony, colored inlays,
scientific and musical instruments,
wood turning cabinetwork, Interior
finishing, sporting and athletic
goods. The bark was employed ln
making bird-lime.
The holly is the state tree of Del
aware. It Is protected by law In sev
eral states. Before Christmas, un
scrupulous people trespass and tear
off branches Indiscriminately, kill
ing many trees. Holly grows slowly.
No berries are borne until lt Is 10
years old. If the branches are cut
cleanly at their junction and re
straint Is used, however, no harm
is done. Correct holly clipping Is a
proper and profitable annual har
vest. The public can help most in
protection of this flne tree, says the
TNI
j National Wildlife Federation, by
seeing that all boughs offered for
sale were legitimately harvested
Destructive stealing must be made
unprofitable or the American holly
will be gone forever.

GROUND P
OBSERVER
CORPS
/

89c lb

HEARTS And GIZZARDS .... 29c lb

NEEDS YOU!' Tele Vision
JOIN TM AIR
P

SCOTT TISSUE

scon TOWELS

DEFENSE TEAM TODAY J
Coll yoar local
P
CIVH. DEFENSE DieiCTOI
J

GRAPEFRUIT Segments Nation Wide

SHRIMP Victor Med. Size
CORN Cream Style

I

ar wrHoi
Oraosd ObaairM Carps,

2 Cans 29c
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Ruth Mayhew

Tent Enjoyed Reading By
Record Breaking Group Of 82 Interested Lizzie French And Is High
In Press Contest
Students, Get Preview Of Nursing
The meeting of Ruth Mayhew

Mrs. Henry Harrison of Hanson.
Mass., is tbe house guest this
j Mrs. William D. Talbot is on a weekend of the Rev. and Mra.
Oeorge H. Wood and family at
59-day cruise around South Ame
The Manse
rica via steamer Cororua. Visits
will be made at 18 ports on the
Frank A. Wheeler is confined to
cruise which will include passage his North Main street home by
of the Panama Canal and the illness.
Straits of Magellan

Mrs. Joeeph Dondls, Beech street,
rill leave New York City Marth 1*
on the liner nie de France for se
veral weeks' vlalt ln Europe and
Asia, being one of 20 New England
people making the Alexander Brin
Tour to Israel. Mr. Brin is Editor
of the Jewish Advocate in Boston.
WASHINGTON
Tlie group will land at Le Havre
I Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Polkey and
Mrs. Alice Robbins has returned
and visit Paris and Rome enroute
son Leland of Quincy, Mass., spent home after a several daj-s’ stay ln
to Israel. Following the visit to
the weekend here with their Miles Memorial Hospital in Dam
Israel, Mrs Dondls will tour
I daughter and son-in-law, Mr. aud ariscotta. She is improved ih
Europe.
j Mrs. Walter McAuliffe.
health but yet confined to the
home.
Mrs. William Dlsston Anderson
Mrs. John Chisholm was hostess
Mrs. Lola Powell and Mrs Agnes
of Bryn Mawr, Pa., entertained a
to
the Wednesday Night Club thia Richards were recent business visi
group of friends Monday evening at
the home of her parents, Mr. and week for dessert bridge. Prizes at tors in Gardiner and Augusta.
auction wepe won by Mrs. Donald
Mr. and Mrs. George Finley were
Mrs. John M. Pornery, Rockport.
Perry. Mrs. Wilfred Mullen, Mrs. business visitors last week In Rock
Miss Beatrix Flint. Is the guest John Richardson and Mrs James land.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Jewett, Mrs.
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas S. Lawson Burgess.
Lyndia Jewett and daughter have
in Orland this week while on va
from
Massachusetts,
Miss
Katherine Veazie was returned
cation from Senter-Cranes.
pleasantly surprised Tuesday aft where they went last week to at
Mrs. Josephine Rhisc, a mission ernoon with a birthday party given tend the wedding of Mrs. Jewett’s
ary from Africa, who is home on her by the girls ln the City Build son Forrest Jewett. Jr. The young
leave, will show pictures of native ing. Refreshments were enjoyed. couple will go to housekeeping ln
Africa Friday night at 7 o'clock at Those present were Mrs Nettie the Nash cottage near South
the meeting of the Educational Frost, Mrs. Ruth Cross. Mrs. Olive Liberty.
Mrs. Agnes Richards who is stop
Club in the Farnsworth Museum. Barter, Miss Lucille Nason, Miss
ping
at tlie home of her sister,
Caro!
Elwell,
and
Miss
Veazie.
Mrs. Rhyse is a graduate of Gor
Mrs. L. A. Powell, has had electric
don College and is visiting her
lights Installed in her own home,
aunt, Mrs. Allie Eaton, Old County
The Ambassadors for Christ of
the Sumner Ludwig farm home in
road.
the First Baptist Church will hold
Palermo.
a social Friday evening at 720 in
The OES. Circle will serve a
1st Sgt. Leland R. Polkey, recent the Young People’s 8unday School
ly returned from Oermany. re room of the church. All members supper on Feb 19 for the members
of Knox County Fish and Game
ceived his discharge Jan. 14 at and friends are invited.
Association. which will meet here
Camp Devens Sgt. Polkey enlisted
on that date.
ln November. 1&49, as recruit, go
John Hopkins, son of Mr. and
ing to Fort Dix, N. J., and then to Mrs. Ralph E. Hopkins. Broadway,
Ordnance School in Atlanta, Oa., celebrated his fifth birthday Tues
where he studied mechanics. After day afternoon by entertaining a
completing his training he left for group of friends at his home.
overseas duty in Germany.
Sgt. Games were played with the pea
By Carol Ions
Polkey is the son of Mr. and Mrs nut hunt being won by Stanwood
Woman's Traval Authority
Elmer Polkey of Friendship, Me., Hanson. Each little guest received
Cupid is aa old as mankind. But
and Quincy, Mass.
party favors of balloons, candy many of the wedding customs
to
celebrate his triumphs have
filled baskets and a gift. Refresh
Linda McAuliffe, daughter of Mr.
ments included a cowboy birthday changed considerably because of
and Mrs. Walter McAuliffe, Fulton
the car.
cake.
John received many idee
Take a typical wedding proces
street, celebrated her fourth birth
gifts from his guests who were: sion today—a caravan of cars fol
day, Feb. 12th. Those present were,
Walter Ladd, 2d, Rebecca Orne, lowing the bridal couple with blast
Linda’s Nannie, Mrs. Charles Mc
modern ver
Judy and Deborah French, Nancy ing horns. This is the
sion of the old
Auliffe, Brenda Knight, Earle Mc
Kaler, Scott Jordan, David Jordan,
French
custom
Auliffe, Jr., Mrs. Richard Kirk and
called a "chaWilliam Jordan, David and Judy
son John, Mrs Malcolm Jackson
rivaree” dur
Cooper, Stanwood Hanson, John
and sons Ronnie and Jerry, Mrs.
ing jvhich the
Lamb, and Frederick Hopkins.
n e wly weda
Emma Johnson and Linda’s sister
Guests of Mrs. Hopkins were- Mrs.
were "serenad
and brothers. Linda received many
ed” under the
Fred Jordan, Mrs. Barrett Jordan,
pretty gifts, including a bunny
nuptial cham
Mrs. William Jordan. Mrs. Joseph
bers with a
cake from her nannie McAuliffe.
Lamb, and Mrs. Harold Kaler.
hooting and
fc
howling bois
Jumping Jack Juniors and Se Mrs. Hopkins was assisted at the
terous enough
party by Miss Judith Hudson and
niors at the Quality Shoe Shop.
! to be heard in the next prefecture.
Miss
Helen
Priest.
22 -23
The business of tying old shoes
1 to the back of thc car has an amus
ing origin. In merrip olde England,
the father of the bride presented
his new son-in-law with one of her
shoes to symbolize the transfer of
his authority. The groom promptly
conked his beloved over the head
with the heel—to make her cogni
zant of this change immediately!
Many people today load the cou
ple’s car with cakes and sweets as
FOR YOUR
they depart on their honeymoon.
The ancient Greeks really started
this when they poured flour and
sweetmeats over the bride and
groom to wish them an abundance
BEFORE THE
of life's goodies.
And talking about honeymoons—
they started way back when a man
had to capture a bride. He took her
SAT. EVENING FEB. 21
to a hide-out while the parental
wroth subsided.
The honeymoon today is still a
DINNER SERVED
withdrawal. But because of the car,
it is often a mobile meandering
5.30-8.00
with Cupid .planning tbe itinerary.

CAREER DAY GREAT SUCCESS

“Service after the sale” Is our
slogan and haa been since "Broad
casting Began.” Experience and
technical knowledge combined with
proper, latest Instruments insure
our customers TV satisfaction.
Houae-Sherman, Inc, Mala St,

The 1953 Career Day at Knox thy T, Folta. R.N, administrator,
Hospital topped all records for at introduced each speaker on the
tendance and registration yester panel.
A question period followed at the
day when keenly Interested girls
came from all parts of this area. end of the program and at 4 p. m.
Eighty-two
young women of refreshments were served In the
Junior and Senior High School age reception room of the Nurses’
were on hand and absorbed every Home for all the High School stu
particle of instruction available, dents. Mrs. Herman Weisman, as
at the lectures and in the practi president of the Knox County
cal demon, trations given In Knox Women's Medical Auxiliary, was
chairman for refreshments, Mrs.
Hospital during the afternoon.
• • • •
Wesley Wasgatt, Mrs. Oram Lawry,
The High School Juniors from Jr., and Mrs. Gilmore Soule were
Rockport, Rockland, Waldoboro, hostesses and helped serve punch.
Thomaston. Warren, Camden. Ten Miss Ida Mae I^wry, age 6. daugh
ant’s Harbor, North Haven and ter of Dr. and Mrs. Oram Lawry,
Vinalhaven began “Career Day for Jr., one of the promising “young
Nurses” at 1 p. m. with a "tour” nurses’’ of the future, (about 1968)
through the hospital, conducted aided ln serving the students with
by Mrs. Camilla Donlan, RN . as her nice white starched uniform
sistant administrator; Mrs Eleanor and a “nurse’s cap.”
Sayward. R.N. Mrs. Margaret
Mrs. Perkins remained- in the
Gutoske, R.N. and Mrs. Josephine Nurses’ Home overnight Tuesday,
Altschuler, RN.
and on Wednesday the guests were
The highlights of the tour Miss Rosanne Burgess, North Ha
showed an lnhalator. respirator and ven, Miss Beatrice Hildings, and
aspirator combined with a heated Shirley A. Davis from Vinalhaven.
bassinet, used in the delivery room
The names and the towns of the
for newborns; oxygen tents for use visiting students follow:
on the medical and surgical units:
Rockland: Kay Achorn, Molly
a heated tray conveyor to carry Barter, Nadine Burpee, Mildred
patients trays; a dishwashing ma-: Copeland. Sonia Curry, Janet Hen
chine in the dietary department; derson, Janice Hutchinson, Pru
anesthesia machine in tlie operat dence Iott, Betty Jewell, Peggy
ing room, the room "set-up" for Molloy, Nancy Post, Janet Stew
an emergency appendectomy op ard. Bylvia Treneer, Oracle Phil
eration, the autoclaves showed the brook, Judith Campbell, Hattie
new recording thermometers, the Dodge, June Oardl, Peggy’ Grispi.
suction machines
Betty Goodwin, Shlrlene Lord,
In the laboratory department Marianne Pellicani, Alfreda Perry,
tests were made by the technicians Maxine Rogers, Shirley Nelson.
to determine the sugar in the urine Shirley Steele, Grace LaGrassa and
for diabetic patients.
X-ray Patricia Greeley.
films showed a fractured leg and
Thoniarton: Doris Ifemy, Ra
fractured wTist, central supply unit mona Jackson, Louise Jones, Rae
displayed sterile goods used in the Clark, Tessie Miller, Mary Jane
hospital, the new dressing carriage, Neublg, Rayette OrfI and Donna
and supply carrier, the sprinkler Rogers, St. George, Sarah Den
system, the automatic heat control nison.
North Haven, Rosanne
valves in each unit, and the new Burreafl.
Vinalhavenj Beatrice
ditto machine.
Hildings and Shirley Davis. Rock
At 2.30 p. m. the girls were taken port. Janice Garrison.
to the auditorium in the Bok
Warren. Virginia Davis. Carolyn
Nurses' Home where a panel of Payson, Flora Wiley, Gayle Patexperts discussed the training, ridge. Sally Norw’ood, Freda Hill,
qualifications and explained in de Phyllis Pease, Phyllis Leino, Mar
tail the particular phase of hos jorie Metcalf and Avis Gammon.
pital work: In which each speaker Waldoboro: Carol Gross, Beverly
had specialized. Miss Barbara Phipps, Harlan Sidellnger, Lois
Connor, dietary consultant, Mbs Genthner, Violet Boggs, Doris
Veino Kangas. consultant labora Farnham, Pat Jones and Gwen
tory technician; Mrs. Patricia dolyn Simmons.
Ayers, medical secretary; Miss
Camden: Emmy 'Lou Scribner,
Margaret Gutoske. RN.. nursing Louella Crockett. Betty Hall, Ra
service director, discussed “Nurs chel Doherty, Elaine Lord, Ann
ing as a Profession.” Mrs. Caro Ludwig, Helen Mank. Judy Young,
line Perkins. RN, director student Linda Marshall, Cheryl Reynolds.
nurse recruitment, answered ques Jackie Reynolds. Virginia Ellis.
tions and explained how students Betsy Jo Reiter, Arlene Magee.
should apply for nurses training Emily Randlett, Theresa Nucclo,
schools. Miss Lucie Lewis, student Barbara Tounge, Elizabeth John
nurse at Maine Medical Center son, Sheila Billings, Nancy Harmon,
School of Nursing, Portland, and a Sandra Goodwin, Gloria Erskine.
recent graduate of Rockland High Joyce Harvey and Pat Barker.
School, gave highlights of a stu
dent while in training. Miss Lewis
EFFIE J. MILLER
visited with her family or. Tuesday
Mrs. Effie J. Miller. 70, of Congo
night, at 24 Warren street, Rock avenue. Thomaston, died at her
land. Miss Connor brought out home Wednesday.
the training and discussed a dieti
Mrs Miller was born ln Cushing,
tian's position with a salary range, Feb. 6, 1883, to John and Huldah
and opportunities.
Searles Stone.
Mrs. Gutoske, R.N., reviewed
Surviving Is one eon, Lanscom
nursing as a whole for the juniors Miller of Rockland; one daughter,
and pointed out the need for regis
Mrs. Statie lawry of Thomaston;
tered nurses and their place in the
a brother, Farnham Stone of Tho
community. Mrs. Ayers, a recent maston and a sister. Miss Mina
graduate from Becker Junior Col
Stone of New York City. Also two
lege, explained the training, cost
granddaughters and one great
and benefits of such a course to a
granddaughter and several nephews
student. Miss Kangas, as a Regis
and nieces.
tered Laboratory Technician gave
Funeral services will be held
in detail the program sponsored I
from the Federated Church ln
by Bingham Associates’ Fund in
Thomaston at 2 o'clock 8unday
Boston each year and the fact
afternoon with Rev. Hubert F.
that the practical experience was
Leach officiating. Burial will be
planned for these students back
In the Village cemetery.
home ln the community hospital
laboratories. Miss Lucie Lewis, in
a spick and 6pan student's uni
NOW AT KATHERINE’S:
form. with cap, was an outstanding
THE NEW
example of a nurse ln training
today. Her remarks were very
LANOLIN LADEN
interesting and instructive for the
TEMPO PERMANENT '
gifts
Mias Lewis received her
Quicker, More Comfortable and
“cap" on Monday the 16th, after
Conditions While It Waves.
completing her first six months in
Machine Permanent, $5.00 up
training. Mrs. Camilla Donlan,
R.N. discussed the “Volunteer Pro
KATHERINE’S
gram.” and registered those Inter
BEAUTY
SHOP
ested in learning more about the
47 PARK ST.,
TEL 1126
actual hospital experiences in a
22-lt
routine day’s schedule. Mrs. Doro-

New Spring
DRESSES Arrived...
WHITE NYLON UNDERWEAR
HOMEMADE FRENCH CRAPE

PAJAMAS

SLIPS

$2.98
From 98c up

FANNIE'S DRY GOOD STORE
15 PARK STREET

IM

ROCKLAND, MAINE

Tent was held ln the GAR. Hall
on Monday at .730 p. m., preceded
by the usual supper at 6. Hostesses
were Alice Smalley and Annie Ayl
ward. One guest was present,
Douglas Knowlton, young son of
Mrs. Clara Knowlton.
Mrs. Eliza Plummer was missed
at the meeting, her first absence
for over two years. However, her
books spoke well for her.
The
Oood of the Order was highlighted i
by Lizzie French’s reading of “I’
Am Old Glory” from books so
thoughtfully donated by Carrie
House. An original sketch "My
D.U.V. Story,” written by one of
the officers, waa read by file presi
dent.
Department Oeneral Orders were'
read by the secretary. A prize la
again offered for the Tent sending
ln the most press notices for the
Department Scrap Book and also
the National Tribune. With 18
press and radio notices sent ln
since Jan. 19 from the three local
papers and Station WRKD. it
would seem that Ruth Mayhew
Tent might receive at least Honor
able Mention. The Tent appreci
ates the fine coverage given by The
Courler-Oazette, the Bangor News,
the Portland Press Herald and also
“You Have A Date.”
The hostesses for the July sup
per were omitted from the list re
cently released to the press. They
are Mertie McBride, honorary hos
tess; Susie Karl, Lucy Sawyer and
Marlon Springer, active hostesses.
Hostesses for March 2 are Bessie
Church and Susie Karl.

Admissions

Rockland:
Oeorge
Wardwell.
Frank Robbins, Mrs. Josephine
Rice, Mra Lucy Porter, Miss Eve
lyn Dlllstrom, Mrs. Florence Grey.
Mrs. Elaine Benson, Mrs. Ramona
Collins, Mrs, Harriet Nicholson.
Thomaston: Baby Harvey Davis.
Miss Katlierlne Matthews. Cush
ing: Charlie Stone. Union: Mas
ter Wayne Cunningham. Waldo
boro: Mrs. Thetaia De Patsy
—KCOH—

Dischargee

Rockland: Mrs. Hazel Spear and
baby girl, Baby Colleen Flaherty*
Mrs. Christine Gower and baby
girl, Frank O'Connor, Master Rich
ard Oray, Miss Nancy Curtis, Ed
ward MacAlllster, Mrs. Phyllis
Orant and baby girl, Mrs. Lina Lofman and baby girl, Mrs. Romona
Collins and baby girl, Mra Lucy
Porter and baby boy, Master Stuart
Ames III, Mrs. Dorothy MoPhee.
Mrs. Josephine Rice. Thomaston:
Mrs. Oracle Young, Mrs. Shirley
Adams.
Pleasant Point:, Leslie
Young.
Union: Mrs. Christine
Savage and baby girl. Waldoboro:
Mrs. Rose Richardson. Camden:
Mrs. Harriet Nicholson and baby
F*
____________
ft

SOUTH WALDOBORO

DOWN HOME
When retirement comes I am going .
down home
There whither my thoughts and my
dreams often roam,
Down home to the village In Malhe
by the sea
That magnet of mighty attraction
to me.
The plaoe of my birth and my
childhood’s dear days
To which from my exile of man
hood I gaze
Where labor has held me a prisoner
so long
Within its commercially minded
mad throng.
To the scenes of my Infancy fair
would I go
The pleasures repeated of boyhood
to know. .
A
| I will reiel In freedom upon that
loved loam
So dear to my childhood I'm go
ing down home.
Allison M. Watts,
St. Johnsbury, Vt.
I! you make too many promises
ar.d fall to come through—you are.
Newspapers, imprinted, are avail
It seems that to make both ends able at The Courier-Gazette a
small cost and are useful for
meet requires no end of money.
number of household chores; migt
Happiness is the legitimate fruit also use them for figuring your ts
age of love and service.
come taxi
l«6

Mrs. G. H. Scofield and Mrs. A.
J. Genthner were guests of their
sister. Mrs. Fred Chute at Dutch
Neck one day last week.
Mrs. Dorothy Winchenbach is
guest of Mrs. Frederick Burgess In
Thomaston a few days this week.
Mrs. E. P Winchenbach was
called to New Jersey by the illness
of her daughter, Mrs. Mona Iott.
Mr. and Mrs. Clearer Burns, Mrs.
E. R. Buras, and Mrs. Edna Dyer
were In Damariscotta Tuesday.
Mr. and Mrs. James Baine ar
rived home from Florida Sunday,
where they have been guests of
their daughter for a few weeks.
Mrs. Gladys Winchenbach entertained the ’T’’ Club at her home
one day last week.

dainty, dewy-fresh

r

just flown here fr6m
the Hawaiian Islands!
OPENING DAY
THURSDAY FEB. 26

— : AT : —

LLOYD'S PHARMACY
MAINE’S MOST MODERN DRUGSTORE
Main St., — Corner Limerock — Rockland
22-H

Sport Ensemble....

••w

A Complete Sportwear Ensemble

At Great Savings
REGULAR $50.40 VALUE

Each item to be of your own
selection from our complete
stock in each price range.

Sportcoat
Slacks
Shirt
Belt
Socks
Tie

$29.50
12.95
3.95
2.00
1.00
1.00

$50.40
FEBRUARY SPECIAL

$3775

TMafey-ThurMfcy-Satirfet
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Earle, and later played to tbe de
AT STRAND THEATRE, THURSDAY THRU SATURDAY
AT KNOX THEATRE FRIDAY AND SATURDAY
Day Of Prayer
PLEASANT POINT
light of the company. After the
VINALHAVEN
3
This little place seems to be still
period devoted to music, lunch was
getting more than Its share df hard
MRS. EDWIN MADDOX
served, ths table being attractively Warren Churches To Take
Correspondent
knocks this winter, with sickness
decorated with bitter sweet and
Part
In
Observance
On
Telephone 137
of tome kind at almost every house.
! green candles, the center piece beFriday Afternoon
And three have been taken to thc
i ing a beautiful crystal vase bought
hospital. One waa Leslie Young
Oeorge Oray went Monday to from France by Dr. Earle. After
Participating Friday at 2 p. m.
who entered Knox Hospital last
Tenant's Harbor where he will visit lunch, colored slides were shown In the World Day of Prayer ob
Tuesday but to at present with hls
hls daughter and aon-ln-law, Mr. by Dr Earle, of the places visited servance at the Congregational
wife. Mrs. Young, at the Elms in
and Mra John Holgerson, and be by hls mother and himself on Church in Warren, wiU be Rev.
Thomaston. Last Thursday Leroy
present at the observance of the their trip to Oregon last year. La Bruce P
Cummings of the
Seavey entered Camden hospital
10th birthday of hls grandson, Ro ter, Dr Earle showed slides of the Baptist Church, Mrs. Wilma Stan
for an operation. At thia writing
bert Holgerson.
4000-mile trip which he made last ley of the Salvation Army, Rock
Charlie stone to still in Knox Hos
Also land; Mrs. Maurice Lermond, First
Herbert Ames who with Mrs. summer through France.
pital where he went Sunday.
Ames Is passing the winter with colored slides of the White Moun Church of Christ Scientist, Rock
Mr. and Mra. Everett Davis ac
tains
taken
by
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Wen

land;
Mrs.
Fred
Perkins,
and
Mrs.
their daughter. Miss Etta Ames, at
companied Mr. and Mra. Maurice
Attleboro, Mass., Is a surgical pa dell Smith on a vacation trip last , Edwin Boggs of Warren.
Chadwick and two sons Jerry and
Soloists will be Mrs. B. J. Pellltent at Sturdy Memorial Hospital, fall were shown by Mr Smith
Dickie of Tliomaston to Boston
i canl, Mrs. Roland Berry, and Mrs.
Attleboro.
WiU Attend Wedding
Saturday where they attended the
i Maurice Lermond, of Warren. Spe
Henry King who has been the
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Burgess. Sr.,
Sportsmen's Show, staying at Hotel
guest of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Has daughter Annette and Emest Clay cial music Is planned by the comI Statler They returned home early
i
bined
choirs
of
the
Congregational
kell, returned Tuesday to hls home ter, Jr., leave Thursday for Brock
I Sunday.
and Baptist Churches. Sponsor of
at Portland.
ton, Mass., to attend the marriage
Screen suspense reaches a new high when deep sea diver Anthony
Mr. and Mrs Philip Davis moMrs. Eva Rappafort of New York of Mr. and Mrs. Burgess' son Oor- the observance Is the CongregaQuinn is trapped underseas in this exciting scene from Universal-In
City was ln town last week to su i don, and Miss Barbara Morris, I tional ladies Mission Circle,
ternational’s Technicolor “City Beneath the Sea.” starring Robert Rvan. ; tortd to Portland last Wednesday.
Mala Powers, shown above, Ouinn and Suzan Ball. Hilo Ilattie beads the
pervise renovations being made on daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles j All organizations ln Warren have
film’s large supporting cast. Budd Boettlcher directed.
the former Pr. Hutchison estate, Morris, former residents of Vinal- been especially Invited to be pres- |
EAST LIBERTY
recently purchased by her father, ■ haven. The wedding will take ent.
Mr
and
Mrs. John Adams en
of Bangor and Mrs. Ludwig. Sev ington and Liberty in her younger
I
Dr. Paul Stein.
j place Sunday afternoon Feb. 22, at
A modem intellectual is some
eral nieces and nephews, grand days before going to Massachu tertained three of their daughters
Choir Entertained
the Episcopal Church ln Brockton. body who agrees with nobody on
children and great grandchildren setts.. where she has since resided. and families at dinner Saturday.
Last Thursday night the Onion Miss Annette will serve as one of any subject—even if he can’t ex
She is survived by her husband. They were Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Mrs. Sabra E. Morang
Sensational new screen personality, Marilyn Monroe, finds heeself
Church Choir met at the home of the bridesmaids. Mr. Clayter will plain why.
Fred Barlow, one brother. Edward Condon of Dedham. Mass., Mr. and
In a desperate situation at the hands of Joseph Cotten who portrays her
News was received by relatives
Dr. and Mrs. Ralph Earle for the act as best man for Mr. Burgess.
Millay, two sisters Mrs. Alice San Mrs. Harold W. Nutter and daugh
psychotic husband in 20th Century Fox’s new technicolor drama.
in town last week of the death of
usual choir practice. Recordings of ! Vinalhaven friends extend con ; Government to not supposed to "Niagara" now playing at Rockland's Strand Theatre.
ford of Liberty and Mrs. Be'Sie ter. Dorothy of Washington, and
Mrs Sabra E. Morang. a former
10 anthems by the choir were gratulations and best wishes to the be the business—yet lt to the bigLteht of Camden, several nieces Mr. and Mrs. Allen Colby and
I gest business in the world.
made on a nice recorder by Dr. I young couple.
has been obliged to have hospital' resident of Union, and the daugh ar.d nephews and many other rela daughter Sharol of Liberty.
WASHINGTON
ter of the late John and Elizabeth
Elwood E. Hart has been ln a
Mrs Alice Robbins haa returned treatment but plans to ’.eave thej Gould of this town. Her age was tives Funeral services were held Portland hospital for observation
hospital
at
an
early
date
and
make
;
in
Camden
on
Sunday.
Peb.
8
In

home after a several days’ stay in
his home with friends. Although I 48 years. She is survived by a terment In Miller Cemetery, Bur- the past week.
Miles Memorial Hospital ln Dam
daughter. Mrs. Ethel Hart of Au
Silas B. Howes
ariscotta. She Is improved in he will be unable to do laborious j gusta. two grandchildren Linda kettville.
work
he
is
very
cheerful
and
looks
,
health but yet confined to the
News
has
been received by rela
Presents
25
Year
Pins
zaex
>>UkuAcASu
forward to several years of life and J and Frederick Hart, two brothers
home.
tives here of the death of Silas B,
Leroy
Luce
of
Washington,
and
At
a
recen/t
meeting
of
Mt.
Olivet
will be pleased to receive cards
Mrs Lola Powell and Mrs. Agnes
Merle Luce of Rockiand and sev Masonic Lodge F.& AM, the fol Howes at hto home in Everett,
Richards vere recent business visi from old friends.
eral nieces and nephews Services lowing members were presented the Mass., on Friday, Feb 13.
Frederick F. Parker
tors In Gardiner and Augu'ta.
Mr. Howes was born in Liberty,
were held at Knowlton and Hewins
Mr. and Mrs George Finley were
Funeral services for Frederick F Funeral Home In Augusta on Ma'onic 25-year pins. Bertell Side- Dec. 16. 1366. He was one ol the
business visitors last week in Rock Parker, formerly of Milbrldge and ; Feb. 3.
linger, Max Lassen, and Ernest 14 children of the late Robert Z.
land.
Pardoe L H. Stevens and E. A. and Martha Sukeforth Howes. In
Bangor were held Sunday at the 1
Celebrates Birthday
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Jewett. Mrs home of hls daughter, Mrs. Fred j
Johnson were also presented early manhood he married Louisa
Lyndia Jewett and daughter have Ludwig. The Rev. Harold Nutter! Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Jones from 25-year pins but being unable to Turner, also of Liberty.
returned
from- Massachusetts, of the Washington Methodist 1 Connecticut who came to Maine to attend the Lodge, the Wor Mas
He worked in Providence, R. L,
where they went last week to at Church officiated. Mr Parker had , visit at the home of Mrs. Jones' ter Edward Ludwig made the pre I in an institution for a short period
tend the wedding of Mrs Jewett's made his home with his daughter • parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank sentation to them in their homes ; of time after which he moved to
son Forrest Jewett. Jr. The young for 15 years and died there Thurs- : Esancy of North Burkettville and There are also several other mem Everett, Mass., (where he worked
attend a birthday party for Mr. bers of the lodge who are eligible as a carpenter and pattern maker.
couple will go to housekeeping In day evening.
Ihe Nash cottage near South
Hto wife and daughter, Roxy
Bearers were seven grandsons.! Esancy on hto 94th birthday Peb. during the year.
4, returned hbme after a few days’
Liberty.
Greenqutot, survive him.
A eon
one great grandson, his son, two I
Mrs. Agnes Richards who to stop sons-in-law, and a close friend, j stay. Wlrlle here they- were callers Advertise ln The Courler-Oazette Ralph died several years ago.
ping at the home of her sister, Austin Leighton, of Hampden, Me. | on friends in this town and in Ap
Other surviving relatives are
Mrs. L. A. Powell, has had electric Burial was in the Evergreen Cemc- j pleton.
three brother*, Herbert Howes of
CLAYT BITLER
lights Installed In her own home, tery at Milbrldge. Mr Parker was !
Franklin, Mass.; Dr. Leroy Howes
Mrs. Nora Millay Barlow
Wants to See YOU About .of Dunedin, Fla.; Forrest of Milthe Sumner Ludwig farm home ln bom in Steuben April 7. 1874. the ' Mr'. Nora (Millay) Barlow, wife
Palermo.
; ford. Mass., and a sister, Mattle
son of the late Ezra and Georgia ! of Fred Barlow, died Feb. 6. aged
good
faii
The OES. Circle will servo a iDycri Parker. He was a retired j about 70 years, after a long nine's.
Overlook of Washington, Me. Also
supper on Feb 19 for the members carpenter. Survivors include one I She was the daughter of the late
several nieces and nephews. Fu
SNOW and MUD
of Knox County Fish and Game son. Herbert of Fairfield; two1 George and Franecna (Fish) Milneral was at 2 o’clock p. m., at
RETREADING
Association, which will meet here daughters. Mrs Eugene C Leach I lay ar.d wa.' well-known in Wash
Everett, Mass.
on that date.

MAKE FIRST NATIONAL YOUR

HEADQUARTERS FOR

/V

Returns To Home Town

supen MPPhPT

TURKEYS

HOLIDAY AHEAD I
Our Stores Closed All Day

Monday, Feb. 23,

Northorn Broad Braasfad - lender, Plump, Meaty
OVIN READY O»ot I* ik
Oowr 12t lb. born Yoor A).

LB

Oowr

GRAPEFRUIT
4 for 29c

Yoor »go - Ckoreo

89c

Good Siio

JS« • round irom o Yoor Ago - Churro

SIRLOIN STEAK
O.wr

Shop For the Long Week-End

Fruits and Vegetables

LB

•X'trx.

STEAK

Ik Lfcs-

B.w« 16c lb. horn Voor Ago

57' •

t.w, lt< o r»wi»e •»»

10 to

CVEN READY

Washington's Birthday

83c

F lor*d» Bebtjuic* Tree Rtpoeod Good Sire

Oranges

2lc • round trooi • Yoor Ago

CUBE STEAK «—

1 85c

Bikw« . N«t~e U S. No. I - Extra P«ncr

45c

Oown
SUolooo • U. S. No. I Grodo
Oown 20*
tO« lb.
lb. feoio
trow a
a Yoor
Yoor AgoA_

FRANKFURTS
OYSTERS

WHATEVER

$we«» Tender Pleeorfel Criep

One retog
Only

SWORDFISH

2 LK 29c

Apples

t.vs
Vour Ago
Sown 20*
2 Or o
■ Round
towed trooi n
• Vo

HAMBURG

2 00165c

Knox County friends will be
sorry to learn that Harvey Mooers
a former resident of Washington
and son of the late Robert C
Mooers is ln the Oardiner Genera!
Hospital where he underwent sur
gery. Mcoers and hls late father
will be best remembered through
their work as operators of Gov
ernment stage from Waldoboro to
Liberty and Augusta to Washing
ton back in thc 1880's and on later
until the death of the elder Mr.
Mooers. Those were the days when
the mall was transported by a pair
of horses and the stage coach
which was arranged so as to be
able to accommodate passengers
as well as the daily mail and the
fee for passengers was $100 each
to either Waldoboro or Augusta.
Mr. Mooers who to now 80 years
of age after the death of his wife,
returned to hls home town to spend
his later days. Through Illness he

49c

l.

Carrots

2

Firm, Luscious, Ripe

Tomatoes

25c

cpkg?

YOUR SALAD..

LB

59c

Celery Heartsf

25c

pkg

Lenten Food Features
CHEDDAR CHEESE

Canned Salmon

Mild • Excellent lor
Cooking or Snacks

Lenten Values

Promise of quality is one thing, d gu^ranlrr of quality is some
thing else.

L

Thc Hallicrafrers TV guarantee is only possible because e'-ery
product bearing the Hallicraflers name is built to a precision
standard unequalled in all the field of electronic communication.
Witness the result of precision building in the world’s finest,
clearest picture. Note the progress io simplified tuning. The
absence of meaningless gadgets. The perfection of sound. The
unheard-of distance and fringe area reception.

Model 1050
17-inch tube. Smort
mahogany plastic,
non-glare till glass
front. Matching base
extra.

PINT75C

Froth • Plump (ur Slowing

TV QUALITY

CCtlO

Crisp Pascal - No Waste

Stook-LA. Roco

AT COMPTON’S

$209.95

And know, when you invest in Hallicrafters TV you are buying
a world known record and reputation for precision building that
will not —cannot be compromised. Quality for years of enjoy
ment — at no premium in price.

wwC

CHEESE FOOD
Tituh.r

Lolo - Finer Alotk.

•A I

RED SALMON

Pkst Netferts' - F er
Every Cheese Use

douordo’o A oiho

RINK SALMON
Froool Coluoibio Poor

TLB
LOA*

MAINE SARDINES
3V«o.
QCAN
YL
Oil

CAN

in

Richmond Medium Rod

STEAK SALMON

CAN

35c

UZaiAirtglort's ISiMday. SauoAite

SOLID TUNA
Cloverdale
Light Meet

Dohghiftrl Elund
UWWjni'u
‘

Crackers
Ciispy, Tasty

"TwJV

HOT CROSS BUNS
o< Four
—Coroo
----- t

29c

III ■

We Reserve the Right

ti 29c

Hallicrafters precision-built television now offers you a written
warranty on all parts for one full year from date of purchase at
no extra cost! You take no chances on costly replacement para
with Hallicrafters. Each set is precisioa-built for guaranteed qual
ity, and your protection is in writing.

OPEN EVENINGS

SMALL DOWN PAYMENT

EASY TERMS

24 Mo. TO PAY

MARGARINE
Cloverdale - Pina

Tabla
19c
— Quality
- -te Limit Quantities

21c

NATIONAL

STORES

COMPTON’S

SAIAD

camd-»

FLAVOR

Oweer- Fete- effective at 114 MataSU Thomartan; 13 veaOM BU Beckyort, a MataBU^*"**

FIRST

$274.95

DRESSING

YOUR KEY
PKG
ot 12

OLD FASHIONED bread
”

1054

MAYONNAISE

TV OUARAMTU

HI-HO - RITZ

££ /I

Veoilli Uwg

31c

1053

21-inch tube.
Mahogany finish.
Also available
in blond, model

CAINS
FRENCH

CHERRY PIE
Frail Filling

Model

Packed

STEAK SALMON

Nicely Filled With
Seedless Cherries

WAUfOMFrifM

89c

hi

PARK AT UNION

SOCONY VACUUM STATION
TEL 1135

ROCKLAITO, MAINE

Thomaston

Tuesday-Thursday-Safurdi?
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Photographers Cover Coronation
Grades' CHS Good Citizen i JUNIOR HIGH IN KIPPY KARNIVAL

Honor Roll And Attendance
For Grades, 6, 7,8

Seventh And

Student* With All A’s

Ball

Eighth Graders Staged

Shows And Helped Publicize Show

Grade 6: Pauline Butler, Susan
Dennison: Nadine Sawyer, Vada
Cullen.
Grade 7: Joan Kangas. Eleanor
Brooks, Darrell Spencer.
Grade 8- Alice Reed and Connie
Keyes.

i Junior High School students had Mary Doak, David Hall, Fred Fav' a very real part in the operation reau, Jeannine Hill Barbara Day,
' of Kippy Karnival last week and and Linda Daniels.
Show Publicized By Students
contributed much to the success of
The following pupils made visits
the annual show which finances a
to other schools in the city for the
Student-, With B’s or Better
good part of the school’s activities.
purpose of advertising the Wild
Grade 6 Donna McGuire, Betty
I The program presented by the
West Show: Joann St. Peter, Jackie
Weaver, Edwin Smith, Jean MelJunior High classes was announced
Kaler, June Grant, Elmer Witham,
gard, Doris Stone, Robert Wil
by Janice Black, Billy Bird, DiugBilly Bird, Douglas Raye, Patrick
liams, Frederick Snowdeal.
las Raye, Patrick Moran and
Moran. Sandra Newman, Bertha
Grade 7: Albert Crockett, Blake
i Franklin Merrill Taking part in
Smith. Barbara Day and Margo
the Wild West Show, in the followDonaldson, Ann Chick, Billy Flint.
Gray.
! ing acts were, "Tess and Tens, the
John Minott.
Trailing Gals," Laverne Orcutt and
Grade 8: Charles Bourne, Mil
I Jeannine Hill.
Union D.A.R. Girl
dred Young, Bertil Abrahamson,
Doralice Sawyer
"Francis, the Talking Mule and
Allen Niles,
Camden high school has selected the Clown," Peter Karl, Freddy
Former Student At Camden
Students Not Absent
Doralice Ardith Sawyer to repre i Carey and Alonzo Dorr.
Takes Honors In Good
Grade 6: Pauline Butler, Bobby sent the school in the Good Citizen
"Oklahoma Quintet,"
singing
Achorn, Jean Melgard, Frederick contest sponsored by the Daughters "Sue City Sue,’ Margo Hubbard,
Citizen Competition
Snowdeal Annie Watts.
of the American Revolution.
Joan White, Barbara Trenholm,
Grace & Pushaw, daughter of
Doralice is 17 years old, the Judy Pease and Mabel Poster.
Grade 7: Robert Beckett, Mary
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Pushaw of
Bodman, Eleanor Brooks, LiRoy daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Louis
"The Battle," Elmer Witham South Hope, has been selected as
Sawyer
of
36
Harden
street,
Cam

; Bert Small. Edward Grover, Dalton the D.A.R Good Citizen by the
Cook, Blake Donaldson. Billy Flint.
Richard Hastings, Joan Kangas. den, and is a member of the class I Maistrom, Harold Willey, and Ar students and faculty of Onion
of 53 During her entire four thur Gray.
Judy Minott
High School.
years attendance at the Camden ! “Indian Dance by Chief WatlaStudents Not Absent or Tardy
She is a former Camden High
High School, she participated ac crosser and his Tribesmen.” Charles
Orade 6: Betty Weaver, Robert tively in all school affairs and Cross, Fred Faureau, Dennis Boyn student, having transferred to
U.H.S. in 1881. She is a commer
Williams, Edwin Smith, Clayton maintained a high scholastic ton and Charlie Jordan.
cial student and has been on the
Keiser, Daniel Clark, Glenda But standing
"Educated Horse," Alice Lord, honor roll consistently.
in.
She is a member of the Congre Carolyn Flanagan, and Florence
In addition to gaining scholastic
Orade 7: Diane Morrison, Philip gational Church and for recreation Withee.
JUST A LITTLE FLOWER GIRL! Jim Moore, Press Herald Shuthonors, she has found time to serve
Reynolds. Judy Pease, Percy Rob she skis in season, and takes pic
terbug was helping out by carrying the Kippy Karnival Kween’s bou
Song. “I Want To Be A Cowboy’s
inson. Danny Sanborn. Carolyn tures at other times. In fact, she } Sweetheart," Sandra Newman and as secretary of the school athletic quet to the stage Saturday night when he was caught, but good, by his
association, art editor of the school fellow newsmen. Isn’t he cute?
Spaulding, Darrell Spencer.
contemplates making photography Lucille Sewall.
annual and the schools monthly
ANOTHER ONE HAD TROLBLE—Donald Farnsworth. RHS freshGrade 8: Gary MacMillan, Rob-J her career and plans to enter a
"Cowboy Jack to the Rescue,"
paper. The Highlite. In addition, man and one ©f the school's most ardent photography followers, tries to
ert Burton, Judy Connon, Charles two-year course of study in that Clayton Vose, Ronald Long, Richslie has played basketball and soft- unscramble a bothersome roll of film during the height of the festivities,
Bourne. Wayne Thompson. Bertil subject at a Boston technical i ard Ridgewell. Harlan Lunt, Peter
ball her two years at U.HH. and <>h We,l> we al1 have BUr troubles.
Photos by Cullen
Abrahamson, Philip Young, Phyllis school, specializing in fashion pic Clemens and Norma Carlson.
taken a part in dramatics.
tures.
"The
Dancing
Belles,"
Lynda
Bodman
Ladd and Donna Smallwood.
i course have received their certifi
I “The Bull Fight,” Billy Porter
Business Awards cates for 80 words a minute tn
M.T.A. Program
Joseph Nye, Freddy Beal and Ju
shorthand
lian Rubenstein.
Waldoboro Commercial Stu
Rockland
Educators
Hear
Committees for the show were:
North Haven—Roxanne Burgess senior and junior boys on Tuesday
dents Recognized For
Plans Of State Group's
Waldoboro F.H.A.
of the junior class participated In morning in the interests of the Tickets, Charles Cross, Edward rigers Face Ellsworth Tomorrow Alumni
Excellence In Work
Legislative Program
Gray and Franklin Merrill.
Hospital Career Day at Knox Coast Guard.
Make-up: Mary Doak, Jackie Ka
County General Hospital in RockMiss Sheila Benner, daughter ol Manv Projects Underway By
Saturday; Camden In Kennebec Tour
Rcokland-—These students took
The Rockland Teachers Associa
land on Wednesday, joining girls part in the radio program Wed ler, Joan St. Peter, Joann Hudson,
Mr.
and Mrs. Lewis L. Benner ol
Future Homemakers
tion met recently in the high
from all the high schools of the nesday:
ney; Rockport At Thomaston Friday
Arnold
Drinkwater, Diane Valenta, Betty Williamson,
Friendship,
earned
her
60-word
school auditorium with Miss Ida M
OfTeers of PH.A. have been
county.
Charlie Sewell, Ray Wixson, Ron Stevie Bartlett and Douglas Teel.
Decorating: Chairman, Violet
Hughes presiding. She presented certificate on Tuesday when she meeting the past few mornings to
nie
Marsh,
Gene
Wiggin,
David
Oamden—Girls taking part in
Widdecombe
By Boh Mayo
ranked right behind Stearns in A. Hamilton Boothby, principal of typed for 10 minutes at the rate suggest activities for national proHospital Career Day at Knox Hos Pendleton, Bruce London, Milton
Clean-up: George Graves, Paul
Camden
ended
it
’
s
regular
season
Eastern Maine, is still undefeated Rockland High School, Caspei Ci- of 66.9 words per minute. Only a I Jects for the years 1953-54. Some
Glad.
George
Hyland,
Pat
Grif

pital in Rockland, Wednesday in
Perry, Joseph Nye, Bill Small
cluded Luelia Crockett. Bette Hail. fith, Ellen Sulides, Charlotte Brack Bradford Burgess, Charles Smith, Tuesday night with a 45-33 win in 15 games. However many of them arvino. supervising principal, and few high school pupils attain this of these projects are safety in the
were over Class M competition.
Rachel Dority, Carol Mortise, ett, Barbara Kaler, Jackie Ragers, Lloyd Burge and Robert Grant.
rate.
On a one-minute writing, home, community, and the na
i over neighboring Rockport The
Rockland’s record is presently Mrs. Martha Viik.
Blaine Lord. Aim Ludiwig. Helen Diana McAuliffe, and Marie RobiMr
Boothby,
Knox
County
legisBenner
typed 34 words without tion; the UNESCO gift coupon,
Beavers
held
on
well
for
a
half,
but
“The Western Band" played
4-11. However, there are other
Mank. Judy Young. Linda Mar shaw.
error.
and family relations.
throughout the show. Those mak i faded in the second session and the class L teams in the East with lative chairman of M.T.A, ex- an0^^
of award
pre.
shall. Ina Morton. Cheryl Rey
North Haven — Tuesday after ing music were: Band Leader, Wil Mustangs took a third period lead
Several FH.A. girls entered the
worse
marks,
Fairfield
and
Caribou,
plained
the
making
of
a
legislative
\
rented
to
students
in
shorthand
nolds, Jackie Reynolds, Virginia noon, the basketball squads pr-acrural electrification essay contest
liam Small, Barbara Day, Arthur that held up. Jack Goodridge led for example; while John Bapst re
Bills. Emily Randlett, Teresa Nuc_______ by __
on the Vinalhaven
Vlnalhaven surface !
the________
Central_______
Maine
Graves, Betty the Mustangs both offensively and cently finished their season with a program by M.T.A. and how a ■ and typing classes. These awards sponsoredclo, Emma Lou Scribner
in preparation for the games Williamson, Judy Marr, Dorinda defensively. He was high scorer i.
concrete program is put into effect., *tre earned in twpewriting by mak- power company The results have
4-12 mark. It can be seen by this
He said it is passed by the mem- , in* 4 il,eed o! more 014,1 30 word4 , not yet been announced.
Coughlin, Helen Doherty, Charlie for his team with 16 points. Ralph that the Tigers haven’t been alone
Rockland—Miss Brace announced scheduled there tomorrow.
,
, per minute on a straight 10-minute1 •The club sent nut tups for VaThorndike
had
the
same
number
this week that tryouts for the
Rockland—The F.TA will hold a Cross. Hervey Colson, and Richard
in having their troubles this year.; bers of the teachers representative copy wlth nQl morf (han - !
,,ve . lentines Day to the patients at To
for Rockport.
Junior Class play will be held after community sing on Friday. A col Mitchell.
assembly and all teachers should ! elrOTS
Alumni Games Saturday
gus Hospital.
The
Camden
girls,
minus
their
school on Thursday and Friday. lection will be taken up for the
Artists Made Posters
under the direction 0/ Miss
ace. Barbara Crabtree, had heavy
On Saturday night, the Rockland know and understand the program.; Those who have earned typing
The play will be 'Huckleberry benefit of the Heart Fund
Posters depicting Western scenes going before taking a 30-36 win , teams, both boys and girls, play support it, and present a united speed awards in the 40-word class Jeanne Frye and M*ss Violet MuxFinn.”
were made by the Junior High pu over Rockport’s lassies. It was Alumni groups in their last action
Alcy Jameson and Josephine
club members
front to carry it out.
North Haven—Last Thursday,
VHS On Upswing pils. The following made outstand their 70th game without defeat. ! as a team for the year.
i pared and served a luncheon for
The five point program this year,. Prior, and Ralph Davis. Jr.
ing posters: George Marceionis,
The shorthand certificates are the meeting of the teachers of
the four upperclass boys, accom
Score; Camden (451 Manning 4
briefly, seeks: An Increase of $200
Rockport At Thomaston
panied by Mr. Hopkins started on Girls Court Squad Record Harlan Lunt' Laverne Orcutt, Her- (1) Davis; Goodridge 7 (2), Hama year In pensions for elderly; awarded on the basis of a 95 per Union 73. which was held early In
Rockport visits Thomaston Fri
vey Colson, Clyde Sewall. Margaret
cent accurate transcript of a five- February. The tables were attrao
a three-day tour of Maine and
Boosted By Four Recent Fish, Helen Doherty, Calvin Tho alainen 1; Rossiter 1, Babb (1) day for the last regular season ac- teachers; a 10-year vested rights minute
lake dictated at 60, 80, 100, 1 lively decorated by the FBA
Massachusetts industrial plants. In
Murch 1, Shaw, Leonard 1 <11;
program; better buildings. One,
Decisive Victories
mas.
1 tion for both. Rockport is currentPortland, they visited the plant ol
! Giffin 5 Blake.
hundred per cent state subsidy A etc. Errors are called for mistakes i group which made it a festive
Peter demons, Edward Gray,
in typewriting, spelling, and punc- I affair
Southworth Machine Company and
Rockport <331 McPheters 3 (1): ! ly tied with Union for the Buiwer minimum teacher salary scale.
Thanks to Coach Tibbetts, the
tuation, as well as in shorthand. J
_____________
the Maine Vocational Technical girls' basketball team of V.HJ3. has Harry Earl. Doris Richards, Joseph J Annis, Sullivan, Spear (1); Thorn- ' flag, while Thomaston finished
Mr. Ciarvino explained the pro
fourth in the Knox-Lincoln league.
Ralph Davis. Jr., son of Mr. and ' Have you a youngster too young
Institute at Fort Preble. In Mas started climbing the "ladder of vic j Nye, Douglas Teel Paul Perry, Idike 4 (8); Welt 4 (1); Gray.
gram to further the Interests of
- Thomaston won easily in an early
sachusetts, they toured the Gen tory’," instead of defeat which they I Russell Wiliey
Mrs. Ralph Davis of Friendship,! to write but who Just loves to
students tn becoming teachers.
Tigers At Ellsworth Friday
has the distinction of being the j scribble? Keep him happy at'Ultle
Evelyn Widdecombe, David Dean,
’ season game at Rockport
eral Electric plant at Lynn and have been experiencing the last
Such organizations as Future
Clayton Vose. Barbara Day, Lee i Friday night action finds Rock- J Tourney And Playoff At Camden
visited Wentworth Institute in two years.
first to pass the shorthand test ■ cost by getting a package of newsTeacher Club* are helpful.
Dyer, Frederick Carey. Patty Kirk. I land going to Ellsworth for their |
Boston.
The week after next will be a
Our first game of the season at
Every teacher should do what he given at 100 words a minute. All of print at The Courier-Gazette ter
Stephen Bartlett, Ronald Long, final game of the season. Ellsworth
l’50
busy one at Camden’s gym as the can to promote the teaching pro- the members of the senior business j 15 cents.
Rockland—Commander Fish of Union, we were defeated by a score
Bus Lne tourney will be held on fession and overcome the teacher
the Coast Guard Reserve addressed of 75-27. Later, we played Applethe fifth to the seventh, as well shortages.
ton at Appleton, and again we lost
as the playoff for the Bulwer
with a score of 50-33. We played
He urged teachers to present a i
league crowns on the fourth and united front In all their undertak
Rockland at Rockland and lost 38icrecan ,.
sixth.
28.
ings.
l*e also reported that Maine j
By this time, we were quite dis- |
The Bus Line games will all be
couraged but we made a terrific
played In the afternoons. Last teachers are fourth from the bot- j
comeback with Islesboro at Isles
j year, South School won the tour- tom in the payment of teachers’ I
boro and had our first win ot the
I ney.
salaries with an average of $2451.1
season, with a score of 63-30. This
Awards will be given for first Only four states are lower on the |
lifted our spirits and self confi
and second places, plus Individual scale. They are South Carolina,
dence and we had a steady series
awards to an all-tourney team and Kentucky. Mississippi, and Arkan- ,
of wins with Rockland J.V.’s, 33a good sportsmanship
medal. 80S.
23. Islesboro 37-17, North Haven
Teams entered are Owls Head.
Mrs. Vilk added that the per- f
54-22, and Union 50-38. We had
Rockland Junior High, South centage of state income paid out I
our fourth loss of the season with
School, Thomaston, Rockport and for education is about the national
Camden. 47-34, but played AppleCamden
average. Maine la, however, 34th in
ton again and tied 48-46.
the list of states
CHS In Waterville Tourney
Your watch represents an important In
We feel that it’s Coach Tibbetts'
Local interest will center on
vestment. Don't take chances oh repair
marvelous coaching and the deter
Waterville
tonight
(Thursday) and will probaby give the Seav/ork. Bring your watch here where all
mination ot the team to prove
hawits
a
very
bad
time.
when the Camden Mustangs open
worit is scientifically checked on a . . .
good, that wor. all of these games,
Te Select M and S Teams
the Kennebec Valley tourney with
and we hope that next year we’ll
OVER A MILLION
Williams of Oakland High as their The teams for the class M and I
do even better.—Charlene Polk
LOANS made at Hmmat
opponent* in a 7 o'clock game. S tourneys will be picked over the '
laat year to employed
Your watch ‘‘print*”
Believed to have a
They will be followed at 830 by a weekend.
- men and women — mar
Rugs wear better If they are
a record of its own
ried and single — in all
game between the K-L champion' chance in Eastern Maine for the '
based on newspapers. Bundies 10
perlormanc*
walks of life.
Boothbay Harbor Seahawks and, M tourney is Blue Hill, which team
tents and up at The Courier-OaPROVING
“Til” RROMRTIY
lette
S2*aw
wins
over
Not touch Is known of; was impressive
the
efficiency ol
If you ere steadily employed and
loaded Camden durr.g the regular season.!
our work
can handle convenient monthly

NOTES FROM ALL SCHOOLS

THE SCHOOLBOY SPORTS WHIRL

KWEENS TODAY AND TOMORROW

3d a

l-J

THIS pww

payments, chances for a prompt
"yes" ere excellent. Phone first
for one-visit loan. Write or come
in to /issennZ today See why ro
many agree, “It's
Journal to be sure!”

TNE TIRES
YOU NEED NOW

tfZ/K

TWO PAYS—MIDAY * SAT.
COMPARE THEM AHTH

I
I
3
I

And Pay as Little as

loans J1OOO and lost

Teiscmat, FINANCF
OF MAINt
'
M Reef • 'Fmuwertk Memrial Mg)

356 MAIN STREET
Phene: 1133 . Rockland, Mo.
Miles R. Sawyer, YES MANagar
Isom wed, H mideeti el eh onMaOef teem

Stately Joan Talbot leaves her throne as Kippy Karnival Kween to
join her subjects in the dance which continued until late in the evening
and drew the largest attendance in several years. In the picture at the
left is cute little Karen Seavey who served as crown bearer and who may
some day have that same crown placed on her head aa Kween of Kippy
Karnival

[69]

J PENSM w 1 . . netsJ
t

BALL
POINT PEN
A 18 YKAK WEITTIM SIKVICI POtICV
WITH

wirris to 1 viaks witmowt mpiuina

i

Thia coupon an* o&lr •»« entitle beam to the ismoui nethrnetly-xdvertleed I

■ WINFIELD new bsl) point pee
Cewean thorn with the l«»m ol H»l
aniline at S5.M! Freeielon-deniseed In heeutifut sola-color neenl enp arid todj- I
Trulp remarkable nine! No lank, no chip. Inataat drylnc
Malta, S tarpon I
i»pr
Incxpcntivc rcftll, acnilatile. Id jrrar written eervlre ,,-,.wnier»t Mall ,
j cedora tiled IM extra .Run I tupolr halted. Sah Fn, WINFIELD pen at I

I

GOODNO1F8 PHARMACY—Main

Sts—Rockland
IB‘A‘22

UK us TO TUT YOU* WITCH, mi
NEW WATCHES SIMILARLY TESTED
BEFORE YOU BUY THEM TO ASSURE
AGAINST MECHANICAL IMPERFECTIONS

Tuesday-Thuhday-SaluPdw
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KNOX-LINCOLN SCHOOL PRESS CLUB NEWS
Girls Of Area High Schools Visited Knox Hospital On Career Oay Wednesday

«

dT
It isn’t everj' day that a fellow can have four pretty Kiris, in addition to hls equally pretty nurse,
at his bedside. The pirls above with Nurse Barbara loung, were guwts of the Knox Hospital staff
Wednesday in observance of Career Day at the Kockland institution. Wayne Cunningham, 8, of Union
is getting well fast and enjoyed the visit from, left to right; Doris Ifemy of Thomaston High School,
Carol’ Cross and Pat Jones of Waldoboro High. And on the right with Miss Young, Louise Jones ol
Thomaston.

SOUTH SCHOOL NEWS
Grade One—Miss TUlork
; Shirley Carlson will celebrate her
Donna Hooper and Patricia Me- ' birthday on the last day of school

Cluskey arc celebrating birthdays j
this month.
',
The children opened their valen- I
tines Friday morning. They were
g^speelally pleased with the heart - '
shaped valentine cookies made by j
Deanna Hall's aunt.
I

this term
The recent story readers during
opening exercise have been Barbara Bellmore, Eugene Staples,
William Ames, Norman Hannan,
Raymond Taylor, and Lewis Metcalf.

Oerry Anderson, and Marilyn
Bohr.
Grade Two—Miss Russell
Norman Hannan brought some
pussywillows Jan. 27. They have
grown much larger ln water
Ieroy Dudley hit1 moved and1 ts
attending McLain School.

The operating room of the hospital which serses the Coastal Area was \isited by the girls of
several high schools. Explaining the many complex pieces of equipment were Nurse Myra Bradbury
of Owl’s Head and Nurse Evelyn Kelwick of Vinalhaven. both staff nurses at the hospital. From left
to right are; Shirley Davis. Vinalhaven. Rosanne Burgess, North Haven. Mrs. Bradbury, f’reda 1IU1,
Warren; Nurse Kelwick and Beatrice Hildings of Vinalhaven. The island girls were guests at the Bok
Nurses Home overnight.
Photos by Cullen

Alvin Winslow brought dates which
the class enjoyed.
We have enjoyed Richard MiKusic’s "Spell-It" game
Alvin Winslow brought our val
entine box. which was decorated
by Patricia Coombs. Audrey Smith,
and Mary Robishaw.
Refresh- i
ments were served by Patricia ■
Coombs. Rebecca Robbins. Donna
Beal, and Audrey Smith

Grade Four—Mias Sleeper
At tlie last PTA. meeting out
ciass was pleased to win the at- '
tendance banner
Tommy Miller brought to school
drawings of six national flags that
he made for the Boy Scout meet
ing.
Tlie pupils enjoyed examining a 1
beautiful red fox skin brought to
the class by David: Phillips.
Dianne Phillips mode a very
pretty valentine box which was full
to overflowing on Valentine’s day.
The boys are planning a hobby
show Wc enjoyed tiie display of
dolls which the girls arranged re
cently
Grade Three—Miss Kimball
Carol McKeen brough; for our
Beverly Sturt- from Tyler School
examination on arithmetic book.
has joined the class
Mrs Ralph Post was a recent 122 years old
Grade Four—Mrs. Hill
visitor
i
Nikki Joyce and Arthur Fuller- , Mrs. Skinner helped with the
j
ton celebrated February birthdays valentine party
Stephen Craig. Craig Borgerson.
As a part of our study on foods.
and Cheryl Nickerson liave the
highest average In the arithmetic
contest
Our room received tlie second
award for attendance percentage
at the South End P.TA

Grade One—Mrs. 1'arsons
Grade Three— Miss llardy
Joanne Hatnaiainen and Tommy ' Carolyn Tolman has returned to
Kent have returned to school after ; the class from Thomaston.
Each row made Its own valentine
having had chicken pox.
mail
box
Wayne Harvey, Mar
Grade Two—Mrs. Mdellan
The first pivsywillows of the, shal! Merriam. Charles Oliver. Da
season were brought by Jane I vid Reed, and Patsy Taylor were
the chairmen of their rows
Glidden.
Were glad to hear that Carol
We thank Gerry Anderson's
Escorsio
is getting well now.
mother for the fancy cookie she
Shirley Widdecombe had a birth
made for our valentine party.
Stanley Blake and Walter Davis! day last week.
Linda
Johnson and Charles
celebrate birthdays this month.
Excellent record., have been Oliver brought Interesting picture
j brought by David Allen. Jane stories of Abraham Lincoln last
Ames, William Dean. Jane Glidden,, week

Visiting ^Knox Hospital for the day was Lucie Lewis of the Class ot
1952 at Kockland High School who is now a student nurse at thc Maine
Medical Center in Portland. She was accompanied by Mrs. Carolyn
Perkins, left, nurse recruitment director lor the Center. Left to right,
studying literature on nursing with Mrs. Perkins and Miss IzCwis are; Kae
Clark of Thomaston; Molly Bartlett, Kockland and Janice Garrison of
Kockport.

Bus Line Tourney

Title Tilts At Camden In
March: Thomaston vs
R.J.H.S. Today

Photo by Barde
"Seaside Wonderland" ls the title chosen by the juniors al Itoek port High School for Ihe annual carnival they will present at Kockport
Town Hall March 26, 27 and 28. Just what will be offered then is stiU a secret; a committee of which tlden Davis is business manager, is working
hard at the details. Two matters have been determined so far, there will be suitable door prizes. The other matter settled is any net profit derived
will be used towards the expense of the Washington pilgrimage for the Cl ass of '54. Working on Ihe committee with Davis are Barbara Thorndike,
Berniece Grey, Dotty Staples. Janice Garrison, Carol Jones. Ninon Inger soli and Richard Cash.

This afternoon at Thomaston,
Rockland Junior High will attempt
J to clincjy second place in the Bus
IJne League. This is the final
: game in regular season play. If
the Junior High lands in second
place, it will automatically put
them into the semi-finals of the
Bus Line tournament.
The tourney is to be held in
Camden on Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday, March 5th, 6th. and 7tlv
The third, fourth, fifth and sixth
place teams playoff on March 5
and the winners move into the
.emi-finals along with thc teams
une and two on Friday. A consolation game wall be played as a pre
liminary to the championship game
: on Saturday.
Officiating for the tournament
wiU be handled by Jim Flanagan
and Beryl Leach.

ROCKVILLE
Stewards Eula Coombs. Flor
I guest of honor, made by Mrs F.orThe Rockville Baptist Church
j ence Benner Present were Mrs ence Geyer, Katheryn Maloney. will again open it doora Thursday
Double Celebration
! Lana Killeran. Herman Killeran, Gladys Davis Mildred Marshall.
: evening at 7 30 and welcome all
Mrs. Lana Killeran was jyleas- ujgg Lena Seavey ot Cualnng Mrs Alfred Orne Clarence Wales. Ar
.ntensted friends when Mrs Helen
antly surprised recently when a Florence Benner. Mr- Emma Kal thur Woodbury. Lizzie Young
Grade Six—Mr. Verrill
Perry
and Mrs Lucinda Huntley
few friends drojnied in with a loch and Mrs Lilia Clark ol Tnorn- Required Coniims .ions—
will show colored slides of their
Some plants have been added to picnic lunch to celebrate the Joint aston
Membership and Evangelism: trips to California and the White
the room, which help brighten up birthdays of herself and Herman
Clarence Wales. Alfred One. Mountain- Instrumental numbers
Quarterly Conference
the place considerably. These were Killeran. Besides gifts there were
Tlie Fourth Quarterly Confer Gladys Davie, Elaine Fales Ex- and group singing wall be present
donated by Joanne Grispi and two birthday cake., one for each
ence of the Methodist Church was officio members, pastor and Mary ed. Refreshments will be sold at
Elizabeth Sulides
Grade Five—Miss Bultomer
Lottie's Store with the proceeds
The new room officers tor the the final ballot. Fred is running held in the Broad Cove Church Robbins.
We are enjoying our flannel- 1
Education: Jeanette Chapman. going to the Meet Again Club for
quarter are: President. Mary- for president and Lynne is for sec- Tuesday afternoon Tlie meeting
graph and find fractions much J
was opened with singing of a hymn Jeannette Orit. Estelle Saasta community benefits In case of a
Brown; vice president. David 1 retary.
easier
followed by Scripture and prayer moinen, ex-officio members, pas severe storm this program wrlll be
Craig; secretary. Elizabeth Sulides
Tlie
Bus
Line
League
TournaThe valentines we made were
tor. Lana Killeran. Mary Robbins. | postponed.
and treasurer. Joanne Grizgil
' ment wiU be held in Camden March by Rev. Kathleen Weed, after
very' pretty
Those displayed on
Missions:
Mildred
Marshall.
which the business meeting was
j
5.
6,
and
7.
Grade
Seven
—
Mr.
Johnson
the bulletin board ln tiie hall were
Audit: Jeannette Orff. Richard
presided over by Rev.. Chauncey Katheryn Maloney. Arthur Wood—
Carolyn DeMass and Robert
i made by- the following pupils: Aud
Grade Eight—Mr. Harjula
bury.
Fales.
D.
Wentworth.
District
Supt
It
rey Gott. Gloria Field'. Cynthia Brown were chosen as candidates
At the primary election for Stu was Rev. Mr Wentworth's last visit
Finance: W G Maloney. Rose
Pastoral Relations: Flora Ma
i Colomy. Trudy Henderson. David for vice president of the Student dent Council officers on Peb. 6. as district superintendent and at Wales. Irving Fales
loney. LiUian Stevens. Alfred
Barstow. Joyce Flagg, Rosie John Council at the primary elections. Richard Trask was one of the win the close of the meeting he was, Ex-officio members: Lana Kil- i Ome.
This week Beverly Davis is in ning candidates for president.
son. Paul Arbo. and Mildred Nye.
Records and History: Florence
presented urtth a braided chair I leran. Homer Marshall, chairman
Rosie Johnson had charge of the charge of lunch money and Ellen James smith and Kathleen Vasso
of missions
Geyer. Merle James. Arthur Wood
a gift from the church
mat.
bulletin board for Lincoln's birth Delano Is In charge of candy- for treasurer, and Dorothy Lewis
bury
Tne foUowlng list of officers. ' Conilnitrees,
day. She was assisted by Marga money.
for secretary
commissions
and
committees
were
i
Nancy Metcalf and Beverly Da
ret McClure and Gloria Fields
The spelling honor roll for last
nominated and elected or approved [
Kendall Merriam. David Morey, vis brought, a valentine box for week Included Roland Achorn,
and Ronald Hill formed a visiting' Valentine's Day. The clars nearly Marlene AxteU, Suzanne Barstow, according to the provisions of the 1
Discipline of the Methodist Church
committee and delivered a sun filled the box with valentines, and Roberta Boothby. Sheila Bridges
Trustees: William Maloney '56.
they were distributed at the close Judy Childs. Robert Coakley., Doro
shine box to Calvin Beal
Florence
Orne. 55, Irving Fales '54
of
school
on
Friday.
thy Lewis, Grace Llttlehale. Bev
Grade Six—Mrs. Stubbs
Movita Danielson brought a cot erly Luce. Judy Maloney Betty PaCommunion Steward. Elizabeth j
The pupils who have received
clfici. Yvonne Salmir.en. and James Duchette.
100 In spelling recently are: ton plant to class.
Melvin DeMass brought the parts Smith.
Treasurer Current Expense. Lana
Sandra Sylvester. Marie Gardner,
FlatlUa BiUings. Merlwo Howard. I ««««?
» cr>s»I radio set.
The general election for Student Killeran.
Recording Steward. Louts A j
Council officers ua.-. held last Mon
Hynus Morse. Rote Ann SmaU, which was constructed at school
Nancy Metcalf decorated the day.
Benson
Joseph Terrio, and Kenneth Camp
bulletin board with art posters.
Treasurer Benevolences Elaine
The box’s' basketball team de
bell.
Leland McCluskey visited friends feated Owl's Head last Thursday, Fales
The class enjoyed a valentine
Church School Supt.. Mary Rob
j Robert Sayward has been sick all
box Fob. 13.
Dorothy Childs at Warren.
bins
last week.
Grade Eight—Mrs. Harjula
brought the box and decorated tt.
I Many of the valentines were made
Much Interest has been shown in
DURING THIS MIDWINTER
in the art class.
the elections for Student Council
We were pleased to have Janet Fred Robln-on and Lynne Duncan
DEPARTMENT MANAGERS’ SALE
Rackliff return tp class after a j have had their names placed on
George Graves of Grade Vin High at Karnival time. Joan Searhad
the misfortune to fall and lott, June Grant, and Janice Black
UNCLAIMED SHARES OF ESTATES
break his collarbone Classmates received a Iwx of candy for their
Knox, S. S.
and teachers are sorry indeed to good work.
I. A. Everett Libby. Treasurer of the County of Knox, hereby publish a
Mrs Cleo Hopkins Is guest at
list of all persons entitled to unclaimed shares of estates that have been hear of this accident
Time is short . . . our Midwinter Sale ends
I paid or transferred to me as said Treasurer under Chapter 143, Section 24.
_
.
,
1 Junior High this afternoon. She
Teachers
and
pupils
were
happy
of the Revised Statutes. 1944, State of Marne
February 28 . . . hut there is still time for vou
. „
J ..
>s Showing slides of pictures taken
to greet Mr. and Mrs. Albert Adams ,
. .
,
, .
! For
Amount From
Date
in Alaska and is giving a lecture
to share in outstanding values ... at extra-low
at
school
Friday.
Mr.
Adams
was
Andrews, Grace,
$ 5 93 Catherine Bickmore. July 25. 1933
on her sojourn there.
23 59 Sarah Pascal Est,
Peb. 8 1944 a teacher In Junior High for many
sale prices.
! Butterwor»h, Eleanor M ,
5.98 Catherine Bickmore, July 25. 1933 year*.
Challlet. Alexander.
Mrs. Vivian Lord accompanied
Place vour catalog order in person ... or bv
Challlet, Henry,
5.97 Catherine Bickmore. July 35. 1933
I the cheer leaders to Camden TuesBy mokert of woHd-famcut
j
Crabtree,
Cora
B
Heirs
27.77
Cora
B.
Crabtree.
Est.,
Mar.
30,
1945
phone ... take full advantage of Sears big 1953
P’jpJs of Grade Vin, Room 9.
afternoon. Mrs. Barbara GrifFrancis, Lymond,
5.26 Mae Cushman, Est., Mar. 30, 1946
Zenith television and radio sets
; Hupper. Orren P Heirs
13 63 Orren P Hupper Est. Dec. 31, 1938 gave Miss Hughes a surprise birth- ftth will be with the cheer leaders
Midwinter Sale.
l*en« CondutliSB £>•<*«•> sl •od»eot«.,»<eo cow*
5.50 Oeorge H. Lincoln Est. July 25 1933 day party Monday afternoon A j
Lincoln, Willis A.
Thomaston this afternoon.
5
93
Catherine
Bickmore.
July
25,
1933
,
Waylander.
Theta.
short
program
was'
followed
by
de;
Catalog Savings Arc Big Savings
Plans are being formulated tor
Weed, Ellen,
1.45 Geo. A Hendricks Est Sept 34. 1935
tlclous refreshments. Miss Mary the W.CT.U. speaking contest. I
Orlgor, Michael or Mlall
15.33 Oeorge Stevens Est.. June 30. 1050 Brown, received a special invitation
Stafan.
Room contestants trill be deter
SEARS ROEBUCK AND CO.
to the party
mined this week- This contest ts
6115.81
CATALOG SALES OFFICE
13 ELM ST., - TEL 2275 - CAMDEN. ME.
Rooms I, 2 and 9 were prrwent- an annual event in Junior High
County of Knox
i Rockland, Maine, January 10, 1953
A EVERETT LIBBY.
433 MAIN ST.,
PHONE 1596
ROOKLAND
ed a box of chocolates for giving i and the date of presentation will
Treasurer
22-lt
22-Th-25 the highest total of gifts to Senior' be announced later

long absence.
Posters have been displayed In
our room for the pupils nominated >
for the offices of Student Council

CUSHING

Before you buy
any hearing aid, you owe it
to yourself to try the
1953 ’75

ROCKLAND JUNIOR HIGH NOTES

X

There's Still Time!

HEARING AID

under our 10-day
money-back Guarantee!
FRANK E. MORROW

HE OUT-ANTHONYS DR. ANTHONY

Draft Registration

General Carter Observes
Thate Regulations Not
Being Met Fully

Commander Reed Assists Two Deep Sea

Calling attention to tbe tact that
failure to register la a violation of
la* and makes the delinquent li
able to penalty. Brigadier Oeneral
Oeorge M. Carter. Maine State Di
rector of Selective Service, today
outlined registration requirements
under the
Universal Military
Training and Service Act. as
amended, a-htch he said he believed
were not thoroughly understood by
all the general public
"The obligation to register." Oen
eral Carter said, "is a continuing
obligation and must be fulfilled.
The obligation to register is im
posed by the Act on every male
citizen and every other male per
son in the United States between
the ages of 18 and 26. with the
general exception of members of
the armed forces on active duty
and certain aliens."
The young man who becomes 18
is required to register at a local
board office within five days of the
date of his 18th birthday. General
Carter explained, but If he nappens to be away from home he
need not return; he may register
at the nearest local board con
venient to him and the record will
be sent to the local board having
Jurisdiction, even though it is ln
another state.
If he is in a foreign country
when he becomes 18 he registers
with any U. S. diplomatic or con
sular office.
After he registers, it is manda
Stanley Wheeler of Camden, now a member of Tony Pastor's orches
tory that a registrant keep hls lo
tra on nationwide radio features.
cal board Informed of any change
Word has been received by Mrs. having been a member of several
tn his address or change in status,
thc director pointed out. This ap Myrtle Wheeler. Chestnut street. local dance bands, among them
plies after he becomes 26 os well Camden, that her son.. Stanley Wayne Drinkwater's orchestra of
as before. Registrants, generallyj Wheeler, is r,ow a member of Tony Rockland. He was also a member
speaking, who are deferred subse Pastor's Orchestra and is broad of the Rockland City Band prior
quent to June 19. 1951. are liable | casting over a nationwide hook-up to entering thc Navy. He was also
with that organization,
a member of Camden High School
until they are 3d.
Stanley is well-known among the orchestra, graduating from that
Oeneral Carter said he could not
overemphasize the importance of younger element in Knox County. school in 1948.
While in the Navy, Wheeler at
the registrant giving his permanent
tended the Navy School of Music
home address as Ills place of resi Carter said.
dence when he registers at a board
General Carter said that in gen for about 18 months, enlarging
away from home, since the place eral alipns entering the United upon his musical ability. Upon
of residence which he gives when States for the first time are re completion of the present broad
registering determines the local quired to register at a local board casting schedule, Tony Pastor's
board which will always have within six months following the group will go on a nationwide tow
ln which Wheeler will participate.
date of their entry.
Jurisdiction over him.
“Any person who changes from
The maximum penalty or viola
a status which did not require his tion of any of the provisions of the
"Spite House"
registration to a status which does Selective Service law. General
require it must register promptly j Carter pointed out, is flve yevrs in
Famous Rockport Landmark
to be within the law." Oeneral prison or a flne of $10,000. or both.
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HORIZONTAL
t-Long braid ef hair
4-Olreeta one's court*
(-Large monkey
11-Horn
13-Publlc speaker
1S-Walt*r
1(-Moved swiftly
1$-Laee rated
1»-The (Sp.)
JO-Irdamed places en
thc skin
22-Mountaln (abbr.)
?3~Beeause
M-CIty highways
2S-Typ* measure

2t-Guld*
W-Musieal drama
J2-G reedy

JS-Gem stone
(4-Aurleu'ate
37-Talk Idly
-W-Royal Navy (sbbr.)
4O-Abldea
43-Exlata

♦4-One hundred fifty

43

b

Mb

45

w
49

52

5'
55

5b

59

HORIZONTAL (Cont.) I

VERTICAL (Cont.)
14-Close by
47- Con junction
17- Greek god of war
48- Feign
20- Long, measured steps
50- Enelosure
21- Ceased
51- Hlllside (Scot.)
23- A flower
E3-A vegetable
24- Cut
((-Woraea
25- Boxe*
57-Metrle land measure 27-Pal*
((-Command
29-Spike of maize
59-Plaee
31-Note In Guido's scale
3(-lmplement for
VERTICAL
holding a vessel
t-Fellne
36-Selre with the teeth
2-Disqulet
3(-Prolonged declama
S-And others (Latin
tory outpouring
abbr.)
41- Flavor
♦-You and I
42- Compaet
(-Mistake
45-Tardy
(-One who receives s
♦7-Crude metal*
gift
18- Mineral spring
7-Senior (abbr.)
♦9-Mother
(-Small particle
51- Exist
9-Ooorkesper
52- Superlatlve suffix
10-Eagle
54-T owa rd
12-Suffix. Like
56-Treasurer (abbr.)
46-Satisfied

To Be Featured In The
Ladies Home Journal

A well-to-do young sea trader by
the name of Capt. Thoma* Mc
Cobb, lived in the town of Phipps
burg in the year 1806
At this
time he had a falling out with hls
widowed stepmother who lived ln
the McCobb mansion which was
the finest bouse in all of that part
of Maine.
Capt. McCobb then hired the
best of architectural and building
talents the times afforded and had
constructed a house of such ele
gance and magnitude that it
far overshadowed hls stepmother’s
mansion and became known as the
“Spite House."
The house stood for 119 yeara at
Phippsburg Center and ln 1925 was
purchased by Donald Dodge of
Philadelphia, loaded Intact on a
huge barge and floated eighty miles
down the coast to Rockport.
The Maine Publicity Bureau an
nounced today that the story and
re-birth of this beautiful old
Maine mansion will be accorded
national recognition this week in a
full color picture article in the
Ladies Home Journal done by
Richard Pratt, architectural editor
for the magazine.
Acoording to Pratt, “And a good
thing lt is for stepmother’s ghost
that lt was taken ao far away
from Phippsburg
For what had
been mere handsomeness before is
magnificence now "

Making a fool of yourself isn’t
such a bed mistake if you have
sense enough to know who did IL

ZENITH
MOTOROLA

Some of my friends, ln Rockland felicity, the big things would look
and elsewhere, who urge me to after themselves. This, I submit was
write more and write eftener, seem good advice, and I stuck to my
to think that I can alt down, reach thesis..
out, lasso a fragment of my past
"Sam,” I said, “you’ve got a five
and turn it Into something worth dollar bill left out of your month's
publishing. I can too, but the trouble pay. Don’t ask me how this can
is that many of my most interest happen because it won't, but Just
ing experiences are too lurid for suppose It does. Your wife hasn’t
general circulation In a family been out for some time and you
newspaper and I am handicapped figure it would be nice to take her
by a not unreasonable desire to to a Show. Naturally you want to
spend my few remaining years in see something with plenty of legs
and some snappy music. You broach
comparative peace.
Even as it is, the way is not al this subject some morning at
ways smooth. I well recall a bit of breakfast and discover that your
gratuitous criticism. I received wife is Just dying for a round or
right on my own hearthstone: two of Shakespeare. Now whet is
"Have you read my last story"? I that five dollars going to be In
asked "I hope so", was the answer vested in—or are you both going to
I got.—Now where do I go from stay home?"
there?
They weren’t exactly sure I
If I wasn’t a tough old bird, im-! wasn't kidding them. They ad
mune to such cracks, I'd probably mitted they hadn't thought much
quit writing and take up something about such proslac details in con
like popping corn for a pastime,! nection with their dreams of bliss,
but I’m too stubborn. I can pro- , but the argument intrigued them.
duce a dish of hot corn on a type- j They asked me what they would
writer much better than on the top : have to “give up" when they mar
of a stove, and while I'm on the ried. Did I go to town on that one.
subject, here goes:
"You won't have to give up any"Do you sleep with your window thing”, I told them gravely, "ex
open, Sam?"
cept, perhaps, your pocketbook. Of
“Sure, don't you?’
course if you want to be real com
“I don't figure in this Investiga fortable through the years to come,
tion. What I want to know is what you might start practicing differ
are you going to do if your wife ent ways of saying 'Yes, Dear’. Also
wants it down”?
you must be prepared to kiss wifey
A January wind was whistling good bye everytime you start on a
through the open porthole in my Journey of over a half a block, and
room aboard the U. 8. 8. Louisiana, when you get back you should be
then frozen solid in the ice of the all ready with a few statistics Uke
York river ln the winter of 1916, where you went. Why you went and
and while Sam pondered hls an why lt was necessary. TeU her also
swer to this domestic problem,. I you didn’t forget your rubbers.
turned to my other visitor.
Don’t think Tm cynical but don't
“How about you. Chaplain. Do deviate too much from this routine
you, for instance, Uke a lot of and you will be so happy you will
clothes on your bed? and what are be practically delirious."
you going to do if your Uttle bride
Altogether It was quite a dose I
doesn't Uke so much dead weight gave them and they listened, gates
around her shoulders when she ajar to my wisdom. “Now, I per
goes bye bye?”
sisted, “Let’s get back to the orig
These two young officers in Uncle inal argument, and if you two
Sam’s Navy were In love. Having saps do not think such matters as
had no experiences at aU in the I have mentioned are going to be
vagaries of this blissful condition, important in your union of souls,
they had come to me as an old you’ve got another think coming.
hand ln the business of being mar Several of them as a matter of fact.
ried. ln the hope I would treat Remember what I said about
their fluttering souls with some de ‘compromise’? Well, Chaplain, you
gree of seriousness They were pull a quilt or two off that bed
looking for advice and, boy, did I of yours. Sam, you run down that
give lt to them.
window half way. IU let you figure
It seemed these two love birds out the show business for your
had beer. Kiared tn an unguarded selves. You are both going to be
moment, by two young ladies who uncomfortable for a while anyway.
had their eyes on the main chance, Afterward you'll get used to lt. And
and quite suddenly had found Its not a bad idea to lay away that
themselves engaged When they five dollars to start a fund to buy a
finally discovered what had hap crib."
pened to them they were appaUcd
So it went for a very interesting
at the practical aspects of their evening. I wont clutter up this tale
roundup. Thereupon they got their with too many details, but when I
heads together and dropped In to had them hypnotized I gave them
calibrate their compasses before this: "One thing you must remem
embarking on a cruise through un ber If you want your marriage to
known seas. What they needed was be successful. It is this: Never ar
a little pre-nuptial guidance.
gue with a woman. Their final ar
Some of the nuances of that In gument is tears and you have no
terview have been lost over the argument against those glistening
years but enough still remains to clinchers. So don’t argue with your
recall It’s essentials. It isn’t often wife—Just pick up a bootjack and
that a Navy Chaplain needs, guid lay her out cold"—
ance and advice for he is supposed
That wind up brought them out
to be well endowed with those com of their daze and I really think lt
modities. Likewise a line officer brought me a couple of sheepish
aboard a battleship is also supposed looking friends. They laughed as
to know everything worth knowing. 1 hard as I did, and when I received
So when two such receptacles of | their wedding announcements some
knowledge slip their moorings and time later, and afterward met their
start drifting in the dark, Its a wives. I thought those two young
rare opportunity.
women looked at me with ex
As I remember IL I started off pressions bordering on pure horror
by assuring all and sundry that
O. H. Reed
marriage was but a compromise in
The reason why conscience so
the art of living and If they began
early to dhow some consideration often has a atill, small voice la be
of the small details of connubial cause It's a still, small conscience.

TERRIFIC SAVINGS
Selling For a Fraction of

Sealed bids will be received by the purchasing
(gent np to 6 o’clock P. M. February 34th, 1953

land and buildings located

at 14

Cedar

Street, and land and buildings located at Pleasant

by the

Pioneer

BITLER CAR &
HOME SUPPLY
4?» MAIN ST.
ROCKLAND
“We Service What We Soli”
6-tf

Company,

Purchasing Agent
22-lt

TO THE NEW

f953 Westinghouse

CLOTHES DRYER
Croons q tooG wh&n cZoY/ies are

A merry Singing Signal chimp*. "How
Drv I Am”, to toll you when clothe* are
ready. There's a new, direct "air-flow”
svatem that driea with steady currents
of warm, pure filtered air. Other sensa
tional new feature* free vou from tbe
atooping, stair-climbing toil of washdays. Stops weather-worries, too.
f/agleg I,gee,...

D

Chimes, "How Dry I Am”,
when clothes are dry. Thia ia
a Wastinghouse trade-mark.

■■

New I-Way Pry Die//

Mg

Want clothes dry for storage"1
Damp-dry for ironing? Want
to dry synthetics properly?
Set Dial . . . it's automatic!

ARTESIAN WELLS
LEWIS HERBERT A BOM
DRILLERS SINCR «t»

■■

larger leed,eg Ifce/f,

BJ

Exclusive jumbo-sired loading
shelf for your convenience.
Eliminates heavy lifting.

1 Re-conditioned Forced Warm Air Pipe
Furnace 85,000 BTU’S_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
$250.00

Sas the naw Clothes Dryer’s handsome
Identical "Twin”—the 1953 Laundro
mats’ Hn.ex-luaive, new Weigh-to-Save
Door and Water Saver . . . plus exclu
sive WASHaway, RINSEaway Action!

1 Modern Sectional Heating Boiler
Capacity 900 ft. H. W.

«MiCMMSU*l~» irtWastinghouse 1

$150.00

CHARLES SHAW
PLUMBING ANO HEATING
485 MAIM ST., TEL. 1451, ROCKLAND, MS

dry

... of course,

JJ

you’ll SING, TOO, WHIN TOU UT THMI
TAMOUt LAUNMtT TWINS TAB! OV» I

AVAILABLE ON EAST CREDIT TERMS

F. D. FARNSWORTH

BOBILL’S

$150.00

1 Re-conditioned Floor Furnace,
75,000 BTU’S (Automatic)

Lumber

The right ia reserved to reject any or all bids.

Mr and Mrs. Albert L. Thomas
Mrs. C. E. Oregory was guest
of Mrs. Louise Ingraham Thurs and Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur Buck and
day at a Valentine Party. A birth four children, all of Belmont, were
day cake was presented to Mrs. caller* on Mrs. Ada Howard and
son, Dudley, Feb. 14.
Gregory.
Miss Thelma Small of Camden
Mr. and Mra Russell B. Knight
was guest at C. E. Oregon's Sat attended the luncheon given by
urday.
Oovernor and Mrs. Burton M.
Open House at Tillson Farm will Cross at the Blaine House Tuesday.
be held Feb. 19 from 8 to 10 p.m. Peb. 10.
Henry JillsOD will s;xak informally
Hedgehog Cactus
Mrs. Ethel Butler visited her
C|932 Notional Wildlife Federation
about the work of the Round daughter. Miss Alice Higgins, in
Table Foundation. Donations for Belfast over the weekend.
Almost anyone can Imagine from
thc Heart Drive wiU be Ci order
Mrs. Roy Lajole of Vassalboro
the name what a Hedgehog Cactus during the evening and a social
visited her sister, Mra R. B.
would look like. The botanists do time.
Knight, Feb. U.
j.
not agree as to which plant the
Mrs. Emma Creamer, Rif, w»3
has
been
applied
to
this
plant
re

common name properly belongs.
a caller on Mra Ethel Butler last
One standard book says that the fers ln all probability to the many
name should be applied to a mem colored spones. These are often Thursday,
Schools ln town closed Friday,
ber of the genus to which the com curved or twisted and may be yel
Peb. 13, for the mid-winter recess.
mon prickly pear belongs. Most lowish or brown.
Mrs. Thelma Chaffee, teacher of
So anxious are some persons who
seem to think that the name should
be applied to Echlnocereus engel- collect cacti as hobbies that many the Orammar grades, left Saturday
tnonnll, but one book gives the of the more attractive plants have to spend the vacation at her home
name Calico Cactus to that plant been completely eliminated from ! in Huntington. Mass
and another calls It Saints’ Cactus. their native regions. To protect j Maurice Smith left town last
It is not appropriate that we here , against such depredations some I week to Join the Air Force. He has
states have laws and thc National j been employed by Sprowl Brothers
get into this argument.
Hedgehog Cactus is a loosely; Wildlife Federation In its general {since returning to Maine from
branched plant to about 1 foot high policy is dedicated to the support ! California.
with the cylindrical upward grow of laws designed to protect harm-! The annual magazine drive is
ing branches to 3 Inches in thick less living things that are ln dan- now ln progress at the Village
ness, with 11 to 14 blunt ribs and ger of being completely destroyed School. Anyone Interested in sutoThe Hedgehog Oactus has* no scribing to various periodicals, mav
heavily armed with spines that are
*
to over 54 Inch long. There are some economic Importance except to j contact a student for details.
Mrs. Vida Mehuren and her
60 species in the genus and of these those who strive to get Is estabat least a half may be found grown liahed in their gardens as an or- brothers Gardner and Drummond
Hemenway were visitors in Auburn
as ornamentals. In some of the namental.
—By E Laurence Palmer j Sunday at the home of her daughplants, the stems sprawl while Tn
-----------------I ter, Mr. and Mrs. Sewall Davis and
others they are erect, not a few
A modern intellectual Is some- family, and her son, Roland Me
appearing more or less like a
viciously splned cucumber. In some boly who agrees with noboly on huren. Mrs. Davis and two little
species the stems may be grouped any subject—even if he can’t ex daughters returned with them for
a visit here.
plain why.
to form a formidable plant.
The plant Is relatively common
In the deserts of California and
ranges from Utah and Colorado
through California, Arizona, Sono
ra and tower California. It is eseentlally a plant of the Lower So
CORNER BROADWAY AND PLEASANT ST.
noran Zone and favors gravelly
TELEPHONE 1218
or stony hillsides and washes.
Plenty
of Free Parking
Tlie flowers of Hedgehog Cac
tus are approximately 3 Inches
lb 43c
NATIVE FOWL
across with a funnel-shaped base
and widely spread petals. They are
lb 29c
RIBBED CORNED BEEF
reddish purple and brilliant. They
lb 62c
LEAN STEWING BEEF
are about as long as they are wide.
The fruits are about an inch long
lb 45c
HAMBURG STEAK
covered with spines and a woolly
lb 35c
felt. They produce globular black
FRANKFORTS
seeds. The fruits are uncommon |
lb 25c
LEAN
SALT
PORK
and some authors have claimed
that some members of the group'J
2 lbs 55c
BLUEBONNET OLEO
produce no fruits. In most members ■
lb 75c
BOBILL’S COFFEE
of the genus, the fruits are thin- '
skinned and spiny though the I
BOBILL’S TEA BAGS (48)
pkg 37c
6pines are easily removed when the ;
• lb 04c
CABBAGE
truits reach maturity Unlike some
U. S. No. 1 POTATOES
Pk 62c
cacti the flowers of the Hedgehog
Cactus open in the daytime and
2 lbs 23c
PURE LARD
22-it
close at night.
The name Calico Cactus which

■■

house or cottage 50,000 BTU’S output
1 manual control
$125.00
160.00
2 automatic control_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SEARSMONT

GLEN COVE

Hedgehog Cactus

3 new Floor Furnaces, will heat a small

SALE OF CITY PROPERTY

formerly owned

Compasses

Their Original Price

February 19, 1053

Street,

Love Birds To Calibrate Their

ON HEATING UNITS
ADMIRAL.
CAPEHART

NOTICE

for the

Tuesday-Thursday-Saturday
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